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Abstract

In the past, dissection of cis-regulatory elements (enhancers, bound-

ary elements, Polycomb Response Elements, etc.) was mostly done

using transgenic assays. The study of such elements at the endoge-

nous genomic location was, in many cases, not possible due to tech-

nical restrictions. Nowadays, the CRISPR/Cas9 method allows the

precise modification, and hence dissection of cis-regulatory elements

in their natural genomic environment, allowing an unbiased observa-

tion of their role in the regulation of their target gene. In this thesis

I will describe the dissection of a well studied cis-regulatory element

at its endogenous genomic location: the Miscadestral pigmentation

(Mcp) boundary in the Drosophila melanogaster Bithorax Hox Com-

plex (BX-C).

In Drosophila melanogaster the Miscadestral pigmentation boundary

element and the adjacent Polycomb Response Element divide the

abdominal-A (abd-A) from the Abdominal-B (Abd-B) gene. Dele-

tion of this elements leads to spurious interaction of abdominal-A

cis-regulatory elements with the Abdominal-B gene. Such incorrect

interactions of enhancers have to be prevented not only in the Hox

cluster but throughout the genome to allow precise gene regulation.

The dissection of such an element as a model system can give insights

on how the genome is organized in independent gene regions.

I used the CRISPR/Cas9 method in combination with both Non-

Homologous-End-Joining and Homologous-Recombination DNA re-

pair mechanisms to induce deletions in the Mcp region, and to estab-

lish a phiC31-integrase dependent landing site in the Mcp genomic

location. The established landing site can be used to bring back into



the Mcp locus modified genetic material, for example Mcp sequences

with small deletions or completely unrelated boundary sequences from

other genomic loci or species.

The endogenous Mcp boundary and the Polycomb Response Element

are dissected in great detail, and the obtained results demonstrate that

the function of the boundary depends on a single CCCTC-binding

factor (CTCF, a known boundary associated factor) site and on four

Pleiohomeotic (Pho, part of the Polycomb Protein Group) sites in the

Polycomb Response Element. Those results are further refined using

classical boundary element assays in transgenic flies. Furthermore, I

study the role of the orientation of those regulatory DNA sequences

in the endogenous genomic locus.

Surprisingly, some deletions in the Mcp region give rise to phenotypes

not associated previously with this boundary, suggesting the presence

of additional cis-regulatory elements other than the already known

boundary element and PRE.

This study further demonstrates the versatility of the CRISPR/Cas9

method in studying cis-regulatory elements in their endogenous ge-

nomic position, a possibility that will enable more precise and clean

investigation of gene regulation in the future.
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1

Introduction

1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila

development

1.1.1 Homeotic genes in Drosophila melanogaster

“The segmentation pattern of the fly provides a model system for studying how

genes control development.” E.B. Lewis, 1978

The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster shows a stereotypical segmentation: the

body plan is consisting of a head (cephalic segments 1 to 3, or C1-C3), a thorax

(thoracic segments 1 to 3, or T1-T3), and an abdomen (abdominal segments 1 to

8, or A1-A8). The segments of those main body structures are established early

in embryogenesis and acquire a specific identity.

What defines the identity of a segment? Each segment contains specific struc-

tures (such as legs, wings, eyes, antennae) or characteristics (such as pigmenta-

tion or hairs), and the identity of a segment is characterized by the arrangement

of those structures and characteristics on that specific segment. A first insight

about how these segments are specified came from studying mutants in which

one segment is transformed into the identity of another one. Such mutations are

referred to as homeotic mutations. For example, in wild type Drosophila only

segment T2 develops wings, while segment T3 develops halteres (structures re-

sponsible for balance while flying). Mutant flies were discovered where halteres

are transformed into wings (Lewis, 1978).

1



1. INTRODUCTION

What causes these particular phenotypes? Genes linked to such transfor-

mations were shown to belong to one class of genes which are clustered on the

genome. These genes were called Homeotic genes (later shortened to Hox genes)

because of their role in such homeotic transformations (Lewis, 1978).

Indeed we have gone a long way since E.B. Lewis published his seminal paper

in 1978. Today we understand how these Hox genes are arranged on the chromo-

somes of flies, and how they are expressed along the body axis in the developing

embryo. We also have insight on how the Hox proteins interact with other tran-

scription factors and orchestrate downstream gene activity (see Section 1.1.3).

One property of Hox genes is that these genes are arranged on the chromosome

in the same order as they are expressed along the anterior/posterior (A/P) body

axis. This phenomenon is called collinearity (Deschamps and van Nes, 2005;

Kmita and Duboule, 2003). In Drosophila melanogaster such collinearity is nicely

visible in the developing embryo as illustrated with RNA in situ hybridization

experiments (Figure 1.1 A) and the arrangement of genes on the chromosome

(Figure 1.1 B). Collinearity does not mean that the expression patterns of Hox

genes do not overlap, they indeed do. This is visible in Figure 1.1 A where the

expression of several Hox genes overlap (note for example how abd-A is expressed

in regions where either Abd-B or Ubx are expressed). Collinearity becomes most

evident in Drosophila embryos when the anterior expression border of each gene is

compared to the anterior expression border of the other genes in the Hox cluster.

In Drosophila melanogaster, there are also exceptions as some former Hox genes

have acquired a di↵erent function but still reside in the genomic Hox cluster

position (bcd, zen and ftz, Figure 1.1 B, Lemons and McGinnis (2006)).

What is the role of Hox genes? One of the conserved functions of di↵erent Hox

genes is to define segmental identity along the anterior-posterior axis (Pearson

et al., 2005). Indeed, when one Drosophila Hox gene is expressed ectopically,

structures are generated that resemble those of the tissues where the protein

is usually expressed. One example is the transformation of antennae into legs

(Richard and David, 1990; Schneuwly et al., 1987) by ectopic expression of either

Antennapedia or Ultrabithorax in head tissues.

McGinnis and colleagues published an article where they describe that the

DNA binding domain (Homeobox) contained in allDrosophila Hox genes (Laughon

2



1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

and Scott, 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984b; Scott and Weiner, 1984) is also present

in a whole range of other animals (McGinnis et al., 1984a). This early discovery

in the Hox gene field opened a whole new research area: evo-devo. Evo-devo

stands for the comparative study of developmental processes and their molecular

background throughout di↵erent species and families in the animal kingdom.

Compared to Drosophila, mammals and fish have undergone several rounds

of genome and gene duplications, thus they carry multiple Hox clusters (e.g. 4 in

mouse, 7 in zebrafish. See Figure 1.1 B, Hurley et al. (2005); Maconochie et al.

(2003)).

1.1.2 Regulation of Hox genes by gap, pair-rule, and segment-
polarity genes

This section will shortly describe the cascade of events that will ultimately lead

to the patterning of the Drosophila embryo along the anterior/posterior axis.

In Drosophila melanogaster, the mother deposits several mRNA molecules

(from maternal genes) in the unfertilized eggs in a polarized fashion. For exam-

ple, bicoid (bcd) mRNA is accumulated at the anterior end of the egg (Driever

and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988; Lehmann and Nusslein-Volhard, 1991; Lehmann and

Figure 1.1 (following page): Hox genes and their expression in
Drosophila melanogaster - A: Expression of Hox genes in Drosophila
melanogaster embryo (as the embryo is folded on itself during germ band exten-
sions, anterior is on the left and the most posterior tissue is in the middle on top).
lab: labial, Dfd : Deformed, Scr : Sex combs reduced, Antp: Antennapedia, Ubx :
Ultrabithorax, abd-A: abdominal-A, Abd-B : Abdominal-B. Modified from (Kosman
et al., 2004). B: Organization of Hox clusters in Bilateria. The Drosophila Hox
gene names and arrangement are marked with a white box. Drosophila gene names
same as panel (A) plus proboscipedia (pb) which is not expressed in the embryo and
bicoid (bcd), zerknullt (zen), and fushi tarazu (ftz ) that are not proper Hox genes as
they are not expressed in a collinear way. Same colors are used to mark orthologs,
meaning genes that have the same origin. Therefore, HoxA5 in mammals has the
same origin as Scr in Drosophila. Paralogs are genes that share a common origin
an were duplicated during evolution. Therefore, HoxB9 and HoxB13 are paralogs
in mammals (Koonin, 2005). Modified from (Pick, 2016).

3
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1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986; Wang and Lehmann, 1991; Wharton and Struhl, 1991).

After fertilization, those mRNAs are translated and protein gradients are estab-

lished. Those first protein gradients are responsible to regulate a second cohort

of factors: the gap genes. Gap genes get their name from mutations that lead to

missing segments (or gaps) in the embryo. cis-regulatory elements of gap genes

read out the concentration of the maternal factors (and other gap gene products),

and subsequently the transcription of gap genes is activated only in well defined

areas along the anterior/posterior axis of the developing embryo (Akam, 1987).

The maternal and gap genes are the framework used by a third generation of

regulated gene transcription factors at the end of the blastoderm stage: the pair

rule genes (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Frasch et al., 1988). Pair rule genes are so

named because they are expressed in alternate stripes and their deletion leads to

embryos with lesions in every other segment. For example, fushi tarazu (ftz ) is

expressed where evenskipped (eve) is not. The classical example of pair rule gene

regulation by gap genes is the regulation of the second most anterior eve stripe.

In the upstream region in the eve gene, there are defined enhancer regions, each

responsible for a specific stripe. It was shown that several gap gene transcription

factors bind to these DNA sequences and either activate or repress that specific

enhancer and thus the transcription of eve. For eve stripe 2, the expression is

activated by Bicoid and Hunchback and repressed by Giant and Krüppel (Small

et al., 1992).

Pair rule genes are responsible to segment the developing embryo into 14

parasegments (described in more detail in the section about parasegments and

segments in this chapter, see Section 1.1.4). The pair rule genes as a third

tier of regulated genes are responsible for the regulation of a fourth set of genes:

the segment polarity genes. The activity of segment polarity genes divides each

segment in an anterior and a posterior compartment (DiNardo and O’Farrell,

1987). This step happens during cellularization in the embryo. The first three

tiers of transcription factors can still freely di↵use as nuclei are present in a

syncytium in the embryo.

Through this cascade of events, each cell in the developing embryo has a

defined fate. Is it rather in the anterior or posterior part of the body? Maternal

factors give an approximation, and gap genes a more precise spatial information.

5



1. INTRODUCTION

Is it in an odd or even numbered segment? Pair rule gene expression will tell.

And even more precisely, cells will know if they are in the anterior or posterior

part of a single segment due to the expression of segment polarity genes.

As we are speaking about a biological system, it is clear that reality is far from

the linearity depicted in the previous paragraphs. Every class of genes described

has complex regulatory interactions not only with other gene classes, but also

among themselves.

At this point in development, the animal body is segmented and enough infor-

mation is present for the next class of selector genes to act: the Hox genes. Hox

genes are directly regulated by the activity of gap genes (Figure 1.2 A, Casares

and Sánchez-Herrero (1995); Harding and Levine (1988); Shimell et al. (2000)),

pair rule genes (Figure 1.2 B, Müller and Bienz (1992)), as well as segment

polarity genes (Figure 1.2 C, Maćıas et al. (1994); Mann (1994)), which bind

to Hox cis-regulatory elements and cooperatively regulate those Hox genes.

In Figure 1.2 I use data from three publications to illustrate in an exemplary

way the inputs into Hox genes of gap genes, pair rule genes, and segment polarity

genes. In Figure 1.2 A, the input of gap genes on one enhancer of abd-A is

dissected. This enhancer (iab-2 ) contains binding sites for Hunchback, Giant,

and Krüppel proteins. Deletions of the Hunchback sites lead to an expansion

of the enhancer activity, while a deletion of the Giant sites has the opposite

e↵ect. Deletion of all known gap gene binding sites leads to an expansion of the

enhancer activity (Shimell et al., 2000). In Figure 1.2 B an enhancer from the

Ultrabithorax region (PBX/ABX ) is used to dissect pair rule gene input. In a ftz

mutant background, only half of the engrailed (segment polarity gene) stripes are

visible as half of the parasegments are not formed. Furthermore, the enhancer

reporter from the Ubx region looses all activity, a sign of ftz input on Ubx (Müller

and Bienz, 1992). In Figure 1.2 C anti-Ubx staining is used to dissect pair rule

input onto Ubx gene regulation. When engrailed is present Ubx is repressed in

stripes in the embryo. This repression is not visible anymore in engrailed mutant

embryos (Mann, 1994).
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1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

1.1.3 Gene regulation by Hox proteins in Drosophila

melanogaster

Hox genes are so called selector genes. Selector genes are “master switches” in

development. They compute the inputs of previous expression patterns and are

responsible, as transcription factors, for the orchestration of the subsequent layers

of gene regulation. These subsequent layers of gene regulation are responsible for

the definition of tissue identity. Hox regulatory regions process the upstream

inputs (described in the previous chapter) and this way regulate the expression

of Hox genes.

All the genes in the Hox class share a similar DNA binding domain: the home-

odomain, consisting of three ↵-helices connected by loops and an unstructured

N-terminal arm. The N-terminal arm interacts with the minor groove on the

DNA while the third ↵-helix interacts with the major groove (Gehring et al.,

1994). It is not straightforward to determine which gene is regulated by which

Hox gene as all homeodomain proteins recognize virtually the same sequences on

the DNA (TAAT) (Berger et al., 2008; Noyes et al., 2008). This was shown in

vitro and in vivo (A↵olter et al., 1990; Ekker et al., 1994, 1991; Vachon et al.,

1992).

The very similar binding a�nity of Hox proteins is puzzling: how would Hox

proteins correctly bind to enhancers in tissues where more than one Hox gene is

Figure 1.2 (following page): Upstream genetic regulation of Hox genes
- A: Expression pattern of an abd-A enhancer fragment (iab-2(1.7)-LacZ ). In early
gastrulation embryonic stages, when binding sites for gap genes are deleted on the
reporter the expression is either reduced (in the case of Giant) or expanded (Hunch-
back and Krüppel). Blue box for Giant (GT), red box Hunchback (HB), yellow
box for Krüppel (KR). Modified from (Shimell et al., 2000). B: Expression pattern
of the two Ubx enhancer regions PBX and ABX detected with a X-gal staining. In
fushi tarazu mutants, the expression of this construct is lost (no dark patches in the
posterior part of the embryo, only Engrailed signal is visible). Arrowheads mark
the presence of X-gal signal, while dots mark Engrailed protein staining. Modi-
fied from (Müller and Bienz, 1992). C: Ultrabithorax antibody staining in double
(abd-A, Abd-B) and triple (abd-A, Abd-B, and en) mutants. White arrows mark
the regions where Ubx is repressed by engrailed. In en mutant background, this
repression ist lost. Modified from (Mann, 1994).
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1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

expressed? A study on two Hox proteins (Ubx and Antp) led to the discovery

of their interaction with Extradenticle (Exd) (Chan et al., 1994). The authors

of this study describe how Exd interacts and increases the a�nity to a target

DNA sequence of Ubx but not Antp protein. Thus, the activity of defined Hox

genes depends on the interaction with other transcription factors (Chan et al.,

1994). Further studies showed that Exd activity depends on the translocation of

the protein to the nucleus. Such a nuclear localization of Exd is dependent on

the presence of another homeodomain protein encoded by the homothorax (hth)

gene. Exd/Hth cooperatively bind to DNA with a Hox protein (Figure 1.3 A,B,

Pai et al. (1998); Rieckhof et al. (1997); Ryoo et al. (1999)). A reduction of Hth

activity in abdominal segments 2, 3, and 4 leads to a gain of dark pigmentation

on tergites A2 to A4. In contrast, overexpression in abdominal segments 5 and

6 leads to a loss of pigmentation on tergites A5 and A6. Thus, variations in

expression of Hth (and consequently Exd nuclear localization) partially pheno-

copy alleles of the Hox gene Abd-B : as seen in following chapters, modulation of

Abd-B expression levels and expression domain leads to an expanded or reduced

pigmentation on male abdomens (Ryoo et al., 1999) (Figure 1.3 C).

There is evidence that Hox genes regulate themselves and other Hox genes.

One example of auto-activation is the labial gene. This activity can be postulated

as an enhancer from the labial gene (lab550 ) contains binding sites for the Labial

protein (Grieder et al., 1997; Ryoo et al., 1999). An example of cross-regulation

between Hox genes is the repression of abd-A by Abd-B. Absence of Abd-B will lead

to ectopic expression of abd-A in more posterior segments (Karch et al., 1990). It

was later shown that this specific repression is particular to the epidermis, and

only due to the repressor isoform of Abd-B (there are two main splicing isoform

of Abd-B, one containing a transcriptional repressor domain that is lacking in

the other isoform). No derepression was observed in the ventral nerve cord of

embryos when Abd-B is missing (Gummalla et al., 2012).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Role of EXD and HTH in gene regulation - A: Illustration
of HTH/EXD interaction and their role in cooperative gene regulation with Hox
proteins. EXD is only transported to the nucleus when bound to HTH. Together
they recruit a Hox protein to the correct DNA site. HD: Homeodomain. Modified
from (Ryoo et al., 1999). B: Arrangement of EXD, HTH and LAB (the protein
coded by the labial Hox gene) binding site on a labial enhancer. Modified from
(Ryoo et al., 1999). C: Modification of HTH levels induce homeotic transformations
of segments. Cuticular preparations of male abdomens are shown. In wild types,
only segments A5 and A6 are completely pigmented (not shown). Abd-B gain-
of-function phenotypes in the abdomen (gain of dark pigmentation in A2 to A4)
are induced by clonal experiment reducing hth expression levels. Abd-B loss-of-
functions phenotypes (loss of pigmentation in A5 and A6) are achieved by hth
over-expression. Modified from (Ryoo et al., 1999).
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1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

1.1.4 About parasegments and segments in Drosophila

melanogaster

When observing adult flies, segments are well visible (especially in the abdomen,

composed of eight abdominal segments). Lewis, in his seminal paper (Lewis,

1978) postulated that segmental borders are landmarks for the action of the

elements in the Hox clusters. Thus, the expression and the action of Hox genes

have to be limited by a regulatory system respecting segmental boundaries. Later

anatomical and molecular findings led to a refinement of the Lewis-model.

Morata’s and Kerridge’s observation was that the Hox gene Ubx was not only

required in the thoracic segment 3 (T3), but that the posterior part of T2 was

also a↵ected by Ubx alleles (the anterior part of T2 was not a↵ected). Thus,

the anterior expression delimitation of Ubx is not in T3 but in the middle of T2

(Figure 1.4 A). Therefore, it was concluded that Hox gene expression is limited

not by segmental boundaries, but by a new metameric unit which was named

parasegment (Morata and Kerridge, 1981; Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985).

Parasegments are first molecularly defined by the expression of two pair rule

genes, evenskipped (eve) and fushi tarazu (ftz ). Their sharp anterior expression

limits demarcate the parasegmental borders. Later on, this function is taken over

by the segment polarity gene engrailed (en, see Figure 1.4 A).

Thus, the parasegments are defined by molecular and not anatomical land-

marks. Nevertheless they have anatomical consequences. In scanning electron

images of germ band extended embryos (Figure 1.4 B) there are anatomical

landmarks that indicate the boundaries of segments and parasegments: paraseg-

ment boundaries are marked by small grooves on the surface of the embryo, while

tracheal pits mark the segmental boundaries (Lawrence, 1988).

The best way to define parasegments and segments is by the expression of

engrailed (Kornberg et al., 1985; Morata and Lawrence, 1975). engrailed sep-

arates each segment into an anterior domain (absence of engrailed expression)

and a posterior domain (engrailed expression). At the same time, the anterior

expression boundary of each engrailed stripe marks the parasegmental boundary,

while the posterior expression limit marks the segmental boundary (Figure 1.4

A, Martinez-Arias and Lawrence (1985)).
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As engrailed is expressed throughout development, the parasegmental and seg-

mental boundaries can be tracked in all stages of development: in larvae the most

evident anatomical landmark is the bristle pattern of denticle belts on the ventral

cuticle (Figure 1.4 C). Surprisingly, they do not demarcate either the paraseg-

mental nor the segmental boundaries. The posterior en expression boundary is

positioned within a denticle belt (between the first and second row of bristles),

while the anterior en expression boundary is positioned in the naked cuticle be-

tween two denticle belts, without any visible morphological e↵ects (Figure 1.4

D, Payre (2004)). Therefore, on the larval cuticle the parasegmental boundary

does not have anatomical consequences.

In other larval structures, like in wing and haltere imaginal discs, the paraseg-

mental boundary is very important. As those imaginal disc structures consist of

cells of a single segment (T2 for wing, T3 for haltere), the parasegmental bound-

ary subdivides these discs into anterior and posterior compartments (Figure 1.4

E). In adult flies, especially in the abdomen, the posterior domain is less visible in

the external cuticle. In the abdomen, the tissue positive for engrailed expression

are limited to the intertegal region. Therefore, there is neither a segmental nor a

parasegmental boundary on the visible tergites (Figure 1.4 F, see next section

for anatomical details of fly abdomens).

In conclusion, the expression of en is a very good marker for the parasegmental

and segmental subdivision of di↵erent tissues throughout development. This

knowledge is important to grasp the nature of Hox phenotypes in those tissues,

as the parasegmental boundaries can be followed even in tissues where there is

no clear anatomical landmark. For the aim of this study, we can summarize that

in the adult fly abdomen parasegments can be translated directly into segments

as the external visible part (the tergite) does not contain either segmental nor

parasegmental boundary.

1.1.5 From histoblast nests to adult abdominal segments

To understand adult phenotypes of abdominal segments, a short primer on the

development of this tissue is needed.
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1.1 The role of homeotic genes in Drosophila development

During embryonic development, nests of cells with the same cellular fate are

established along the dorsal/ventral axis of each segment that during pupal meta-

morphosis will give rise to the cuticle of the adult abdomen. Those cells are called

histoblasts. Unlike imaginal discs, which are isolated structures within the lar-

vae, histoblast are imaginal precursors that are embedded into larval tissues.

Histoblast are established during late embryogenesis but remain quiescent until

metamorphosis (Guerra et al., 1973). During metamorphosis those cells start to

proliferate (Figure 1.5 A) and give rise to the adult tissue, substituting the

larval cells (Curtiss and Heilig, 1995).

Figure 1.4 (following page): Parasegments and segments - A: Schematic
representation of segmental and parasegmental relationship. Segments, paraseg-
ments and compartments are marked along the A/P axis. The posterior com-
partment of segments is marked by the engrailed expression, depicted as pink
stripes. Those cells that are positive for engrailed expression are positioned in
the anterior part of parasegments. The expression domain of Ubx is depicted as a
black bar, note how the boundaries of expression of this Hox gene are defined by
parasegmental and not segmental boundaries. Modified from (Martinez-Arias and
Lawrence, 1985). B: Electron scanning microscopy image of a germ band extended
Drosophila embryo. White arrows indicate small furrows that mark parasegment
boundaries. Numbers in white circles indicate the parasegment number. Pink “s”
mark the tracheal pits, which are positioned at segmental boundaries. Modified
from (Lawrence and Martinez-Arias, 1985). C: Illustration of a Drosophila larva.
Segments are marked along the A/P axis and divided into thorax and abdomen.
Note that on the ventral side three thoracic and 8 abdominal arrays of hairs are
present. They are called denticle belts. Modified from (Payre, 2004). D: Ventral
topology of bristle hairs within a denticle belt. “Hairy” areas are alternated with
“naked” ones. The segmental boundary is positioned according to the engrailed
expression and thus is not at the border between “hairy” and “naked” areas, but
more posterior right after the first row of bristles. The parasegmental boundary
does not have any distinctive morphological structures on the cuticula of larvae,
and is positioned in the “naked” region. Wg: Wingless, Hh: Hedgehog, En: En-
grailed, Rho: Rhomboid, Ser: Serrate. Modified from (Payre, 2004). E: Lac-Z
expression driven by engrailed enhancer in wing and haltere discs. Note how in
this case the parasegmental boundary is the one separating anterior and posterior
compartments of the discs. Modified from (Shashidhara et al., 1999). F: Lac-Z
expression driven by engrailed enhancer in an adult fly. Note how in the abdomen
the engrailed expression is restricted to the intertegal region. Thus the biggest
part of visible adult abdominal structures (dorsally the tergites) do not contain
segmental or parasegmental boundaries. Modified from (Hama et al., 1990).
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1.2 Cis-regulatory elements in the Bithorax complex (BX-C)

There are eight histoblast nests per segment (4 per hemisegment). Their

progeny will generate the adult abdomen cuticle (Figure 1.5 B,C): two pairs

of dorsal nests (anterior and posterior) giving rise to the tergite structures and

consisting of around sixteen cells each, a spiracular pair giving rise to the adult

spiracles (around three cells), and one ventral pair that will establish the sternite

and pleurite tissue (around five cells) (Curtiss and Heilig, 1995).

The majority of the visible part of adult tergites is constituted from cells

deriving from the anterior pair of the dorsal histoblast nests. engrailed is not

expressed in those anterior dorsal nests (Kopp et al., 1997; Struhl et al., 1997).

Thus, the histoblast cells that do not see an engrailed signal will be the ones

mostly visible on the cuticle of adult animals (Figure 1.5). Removal of Engrailed

activity (in double mutants with the sister gene invected) can transform posterior

nest cells into anterior nest identity (Lawrence et al., 1999).

As the adult phenotypes that are described in this thesis are limited to tergites,

we have to consider that the e↵ects we are observing might be limited to the cells

deriving from the anterior dorsal histoblast nest.

1.2 Cis-regulatory elements in the Bithorax com-
plex (BX-C)

1.2.1 The organization of the Bithorax complex

The Hox genes are aligned on the genome in the same order as they are expressed

along the body axis. Therefore, mutations along the chromosome will a↵ect single

segments (or better: parasegments) along the A/P axis of the fly. Hox genes in

Drosophila melanogaster are divided in two clusters: the Antennapedia complex

(Ant-C) and the Bithorax complex (BX-C). Gene products from the Ant-C are

responsible for the identity of the anterior segments until thoracic segment 2 (T2),

while BX-C genes are responsible for the segmental identity of segments T3 and

all abdominal segments (A1 - A8).

Approximately, each Ant-C gene is responsible for a single parasegment:

labial, proboscipedia, Deformed, Sex combs reduced and Antennapedia are respon-

sible for the identity of parasegments 1 to 5, respectively. In contrast, the genes in
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Figure 1.5: Histoblast nests and their fate in the adult abdomen - A:
Proliferation of histoblast nests in abdominal segments during pupal development.
Red dots represent histoblast cells. APF: After Puparium Formation. ADN: An-
terior Dorsal Nest. PDN: Posterior Dorsal Nest. A pink bar marks the engrailed
expression region in one segment. Note how the parasegmental boundary (anterior
en expression boundary) divides the anterior and the posterior dorsal nest. Green
and red highlight corresponds to the color code in panel (B). Modified from (Sal-
vaing et al., 2008). B: Anlage of adult abdominal tissue: in late embryogenesis
histoblasts are established in each abdominal parasegment. In green: dorsal ante-
rior histoblast nest, in red: dorsal posterior histoblast nest, in yellow: spiracular
histoblast nest, in blue: ventral histoblast nest. A pink bar marks the engrailed
expression region in one segment. Modified from (Ninov et al., 2007). C: Anatom-
ical names of adult abdominal structures. Colors correspond to the ones in panel
(B) and indicate the fate map of histoblast nests. A pink bar marks the engrailed
expression region in one segment. Note how the engrailed domain corresponds to
the intertegal region. Thus, there is no segmental or parasegmental boundary going
through tergites. Modified from (Ninov et al., 2007).
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the BX-C are responsible for 9 parasegments (6 to 14). This led to the following

prediction by Lewis:

“The wild type allele of each BX-C gene will be assumed to code for a BX-C

substance which controls one or more components of an intersegmental transfor-

mation. The various BX-C substances are presumed to act indirectly by repress-

ing or activating other sets of genes which then directly determine the specific

structures and functions that characterize a given segment.” E.B. Lewis, 1978

Therefore, for each parasegment one pseudo-allele was predicted. In Figure

1.6 C those predicted alleles are named abx/bx, bxd/pbx, iab-2, iab-3, iab-4, iab-

5, iab-6, iab-7 and iab-8. Mutations in each of those regions will a↵ect a very

specific segment of the adult fly abdomen (compare color code in Figure 1.6

A,B,C).

Surprisingly, in 1985 a study revealed that the BX-C does only consist of three

genetic complementation groups (Sánchez-Herrero et al., 1985). Therefore, it was

postulated that in the BX-C there are only three protein coding genes with the

names Ultrabithorax (Ubx ), abdominal-A (abd-A), and Abdominal-B (Abd-B).

The regions that previously where named pseudo-alleles by Lewis are regu-

latory regions of those three genes. The ones of Ubx are named abx/bx and

bxd/pbx, the ones of abd-A are named infraabdominal-2 (iab-2 ), iab-3 and iab-4,

Abd-B regulatory regions are called iab-5, iab-6, iab-7 and iab-8 (Figure 1.6

C).

Soon after the molecular technologies had been developed, many rearrange-

ment breakpoints that lead to the original Lewis-model were molecularly mapped

(Bender et al., 1983; Karch et al., 1985). These studies substantiated the genetic

analysis of the BX-C that Ed Lewis had developed since the early 1950’s. There-

fore, the segment-specific cis-regulatory elements responsible for Ubx, abd-A or

Abd-B regulations are assumed to be localized in the region of these breakpoints.

For example, mutations in the orange region in Figure 1.6 B (abd/bx ) will a↵ect

the tissues in orange shown in Figure 1.6 A (posterior compartment of the wing,

anterior compartment of the haltere). The same is true also for the other colors

in Figure 1.6.
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1.2.2 Initiator elements

Indications about specific enhancers in the BX-C region came from enhancer trap

insertions in the region (Figure 1.6 D) and reporter constructs (Figure 1.8).

In enhancer trap experiments, a transposable element is inserted in a genomic

region and piggybacks the activity of enhancers in that region and the reporter

gene on the transposon is activated accordingly (O’Kane and Gehring, 1987). The

enhancer traps in the BX-C region showed a particular pattern: insertions that

were at several kilobases from each other could result in the same parasegmental

boundaries, while insertions that were very close to each other could give rise to a

di↵erent pattern. In Figure 1.6 D one can observe how insertions in di↵erently

colored genomic regions give di↵erent expression patterns in the embryo (the more

proximal in the genome, the more anterior the signal). Importantly, insertions in

the same regulatory region (represented by the same color) have the same anterior

expression boundary.

The patterns received with such experiments look as follows: when moving

from the Ubx region towards the Abd-B region, for each cis-regulatory element,

the anterior border of expression moves stepwise (parasegment by parasegment)

Figure 1.6 (following page): Open for business in the BX-C - A: Rela-
tion between the adult segments and the larval segments is depicted. Furthermore,
parasegments and their relation to segments are also illustrated. Modified from
(Maeda and Karch, 2015). B: Genomic regulatory regions that are active in the
di↵erent segments of the animal are marked with colored boxes, the black line rep-
resents inactive regulatory sequences in that specific animal segment. Boundaries
(Fub-2, Mcp, Fab-6, Fab-7, Fab-8 ) that separate active from inactive regulatory re-
gions are marked by a red oval. Positions on the genome correspond to illustration
of the region in panel (C). Modified from (Maeda and Karch, 2015). C: Illustration
of the BX-C genomic region. Coding sequences are marked by arrows and their
respective names (Ubx, abd-A, Abd-B). Above the black line (numbers represent
the coordinates from the original sequencing clone) are the regulatory regions with
their names (abx/bx, bxd/pbx, iab-2 to iab-8 ). Modified from (Maeda and Karch,
2015). D: Enhancer trap insertions and their respective expression in the BX-C.
Insertions in the same iab gives the same expression pattern. Note how insertions
in di↵erent genomic locations result in distinct patterns. The more proximal in-
sertions show a more anterior expression boundary. Modified from (Maeda and
Karch, 2015).
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more and more posteriorly. Thus, the regulatory regions of the Ubx gene are

active in more parasegments than the ones from the abd-A or Abd-B genes. This

led to the hypothesis that the BX-C is separated into distinct regulatory regions

that are responsible for one single parasegment (Bender et al., 1983).

This sequential activation of regulatory regions along the chromosome (as de-

picted in Figure 1.6 B) led to the formulation of the “open-for-business” model:

starting from the most proximal genomic region of the BX-C, the regulatory re-

gions are activated one by one according to their genomic location, parasegment

by parasegment (Figure 1.6 B, Maeda and Karch (2015); Peifer et al. (1987)).

An important aspect of the “open-for-business” model was that the stepwise

transcriptional activation of the BX-C depended on boundary elements separat-

ing two neighboring cis-regulatory regions. In Figure 1.6 B, these boundaries

are indicated by red ovals.

But how are those regions activated? That’s where initiator elements come

into the play. Those elements are enhancers that integrate the previously de-

scribed gap, pair-rule, and segment polarity genes inputs. Each iab region con-

tains at least one initiator element. Those initiator elements are defined as DNA

sequences from the BX-C region whose expression is restricted to a subset of

parasegments when analyzed in reporter constructs (Figure 1.8).

A first report about the anterior expression restriction of initiators was the

analysis of four di↵erent DNA sequences from the Ubx and abd-A gene regions.

The expression in reporter constructs of those DNA fragments (coordinates and

expression patterns in Figure 1.8 A) shows a clear anterior expression boundary.

This expression boundary moves posteriorly stepwise, parasegment by paraseg-

ment, the more distal the DNA was originally isolated from the BX-C (Simon

et al., 1990). For the Abd-B region, the four initiators responsible for segmental

gene expression were localized with similar LacZ-reporter experiments (Mihaly

et al., 2006) (Figure 1.8 B).

Comparing the position of initiators on the genome with the embryonic ex-

pression patterns there is a clear collinearity: genetic elements show activities

along the anterior/posterior body axis in the same order as they are arranged on

the genome. The initiators which are most proximal (closer to the centromere)
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show a more anterior expression. Deletions of initiator elements result in a loss-of-

function homeotic transformation: the segment with the most anterior expression

of the deleted initiator element, acquires the identity of its anterior neighboring

segment. One example is the deletion of the iab-6 initiator. iab-6 is usually

responsible for the identity of PS11 (A6 in adult flies). In flies carrying this

mutation the abdominal segment A6 is transformed into abdominal segment A5

(Iampietro et al., 2010). See Figure 1.7 for a molecular explanation for such a

phenotype in accordance to the “open for business” model.

Another experiment by Iampietro and colleagues demonstrated that initiator

elements read out the position information from gap, pair rule and segment po-

larity genes independently from their genomic position in the Abd-B gene. When

the iab-5 initiator element is inserted in place of the iab-6 initiator the iab-6

region is “opened” already in PS10 where the iab-5 initiator is active. As a con-

sequence, PS10 acquires the identity of PS11 in the embryo. In adults the A5

sternite is transformed into an A6 sternite (no bristles on the cuticle, Figure 1.7

D).

Combining the finding that 1) initiators are active from a defined anterior

border to the posterior end of the embryo (Figure 1.6 D and Figure 1.8) with

the finding that 2) deletions of initiators lead to a loss-of-function phenotype, the

relation between homeotic transformation and initiator elements can be recon-

structed: cells in a certain segment are defined by the one initiator with the most

posterior activity. For example cells in PS11 are defined by iab-6, although other

more anterior initiators are active as well in that one segment. Therefore, every

segment is controlled by only one iab region and its initiator element. When an

initiator is deleted, the cells in the respective segment will not see the activity of

the defining initiator. Therefore, cells now react to the next more anterior initia-

tor as their identifying signal, as this specific initiator is active in this segment.

Therefore, they will acquire the identity of the adjacent anterior segment (Figure

1.7). For example, cells in PS11 (A6 in adults) are defined by the initiator in

iab-6. When the iab-6 initiator is deleted, the activity left in this segment is the

one from iab-5 and thus PS11 (A6 in adults) will look the same as PS10 (A5).
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Figure 1.7: iab-6 deletion and replacement - A: Wild type situation. Red
ovals represent the boundary elements, green rectangles indicate the active genomic
regions in each parasegment. The thin lines (not in green boxes) represent inactive
genomic regions. In PS10 iab-5 is active, in PS11 iab-5 and iab-6 are active, in
PS12 iab-5, iab-6 and iab-7 are active. This is reflected by the Abd-B expression in
the embryonic ventral nerve cord (on the right): PS10 shows the weakest anti-Abd-
B staining, while PS11 and PS12 show stronger expression. Modified from (Maeda
and Karch, 2015). B: Deletion of the iab-6 initiator prevents the activation of
iab-6 in PS11. Therefore, PS10 and PS11 both experience only the activity of the
iab-5 initiator and therefore show the same low Abd-B protein levels (with levels
associated to PS10 in wild type). Modified from (Maeda and Karch, 2015). C:
When the iab-5 initiator is inserted in place of the iab-6 initiator the iab-6 region
is activated already in PS10. Therefore, the levels in PS10 and PS11 are again the
same, but PS10 acquires the levels of PS11. Modified from (Maeda and Karch,
2015). D: Phenotypes of the iab-6 initiator element deletion and replacement in
adult abdomens. Note that PS10 corresponds to segment A5 where iab-5 is active
and PS11 to A6 where iab-6 is active. In wild type males, the bristle patterns on
ventral abdominal segments A5 and A6 are di↵erent: about 15 bristles grow in A5;
A6 is devoided of bristles. When the iab-6 initiator is deleted A6 is transformed into
A5 and shows ectopic bristles on A6. When the iab-6 initiator deletion is rescued
with a iab-5 initiator the opposite situation happens (A5 looses the bristles and is
transformed into A6). Modified from (Maeda and Karch, 2015).
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Comparing the findings of transgenic reporter construct experiments (Figure

1.8) with enhancer trap experiments in the endogenous locus (Figure 1.6 D)

we notice that the expression in the endogenous locus is much more stable and

consistent than in the transgene (for example we can see some pair rule like

pattern in reporter constructs, as seen in Figure 1.8. These e↵ects are not

visible in enhancer trap experiments). Thus, we can reason that initiators are

embedded in a more complex regulatory environment in the endogenous locus,

that gives them a more controlled and precise expression pattern.

1.2.3 Maintenance elements and Polycomb group proteins

Hox genes have to be regulated for a long period during development (at least

until third instar larva, Foronda et al. (2006)) but their regulatory factors (mainly

gap and pair rule genes) are present only early in embryogenesis. So, how do

initiators and thus Hox genes keep their expression constant when their regulatory

input changes? There must be an additional mechanism. Reporter constructs

containing initiator elements have been observed to expand their region of activity

in later embryogenesis (Busturia et al., 2001; Maeda and Karch, 2006). This

decay of the anterior expression limit might derive from Hox auto-regulation

Figure 1.8 (following page): Enhancer from the BX-C and their expres-
sion in enhancer reporter experiments - A: Expression of enhancer reporter
constructs. Transcripts of Ubx and abd-A are shown. Four fragments (marked as
horizontal square brackets) are depicted, together with their size and the restriction
sites used for cloning (S for SalI, H for HindIII). The corresponding expression pat-
terns from these four constructs in 6h old embryos are shown below and connected
with an arrow to the corresponding DNA fragment. Notice how these fragments
di↵er in their anterior expression pattern. For the abx/bx and iab-2 initiator region
a pair rule input is possible, as the reporter shows a pair rule like pattern. Modi-
fied from (Simon et al., 1990). B: The position of boundaries (gray circles), Abd-B
transcript (black boxes), initiator elements (red boxes), and transposable insertions
(triangles) are indicated on the black line representing the Abd-B genomic region.
Reporter constructs containing the initiators (red lines) show restricted expression
patterns in embryos with extended germ band. Note how, similar to panel (A), the
anterior expression boundary moves posteriorly segment by segment when more
posterior initiators are used. Modified from (Mihaly et al., 2006).
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(Kuziora and McGinnis, 1988) or activation by unspecific binding of other Hox

proteins expressed in other segments to the unspecific homeobox binding site.

Furthermore, cell-type specific factors may also lead to such an expansion of

activity. Surprisingly, some DNA fragments isolated from iab regions were able

to keep the expression pattern in check even in later stages of development and

did not show an expansion of the expression domain. Those fragments contain

elements called maintenance elements or Polycomb Response Elements (PRE).

PREs contain binding sites for Polycomb and Trithorax group proteins. Deletions

of such binding sites reverse this memory function (Chiang et al., 1995; Busturia

et al., 2001).

Figure 1.9 shows an illustration of an experiment where the iab-6 initiator

element is flanked by a PRE and drives a LacZ reporter gene. In this configu-

ration the LacZ expression shows a clear restriction to PS6 and more posterior

parasegments both in early and late embryogenesis. Deletion of the PRE on the

same transgene leads to a loss of the clear LacZ expression boundary later in

embryogenesis (Maeda and Karch, 2009). This transgenic experimental set-up

clearly points to a role for the PRE in the maintenance of Hox gene expression

after the early regulatory inputs are lost. Other PREs were studied and charac-

terized with analogous experiments (see also Section 1.5.2).

Maintenance elements belong to the basic layout of every iab region. They

contain binding sites both for Polycomb group and Trithorax group proteins.

Therefore, they are also referred to as Trithorax Response Elements (TRE). Poly-

comb group proteins (PcG) are involved in silencing of iab regions where initiators

are not active. On the other hand, Trithorax group proteins maintain the active

state established by an active initiator element in iab regions (Kennison, 1993;

Paro, 1990).

Biochemical studies have shown that the substrate of Polycomb and Tritho-

rax group proteins is the chromatin surrounding the PRE/TRE (Simon, 1995).

Its activity is regulated by specific covalent modifications of histones and/or by

nucleosomal remodeling (Pirrotta, 1997).

The correct interplay between initiator and maintenance elements is crucial,

as the positional information that is read out by the initiator elements is fading
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Figure 1.9: The role of PREs in memory function - Lack of PRE leads to an
expansion of initiator element activity. On top the architecture of the transgene.
The transgene contains a PS6 initiator and a PRE (from the bxd/pbx region). The
initiator drives the transcription of a LacZ reporter under the control of an Ubx
promoter. In early embryos (germ band expanded, panels A an C) the expression
of LacZ is limited anteriorly by the PS9 anterior boundary independently of the
presence of the PRE (A versus C). In later stages (panels B and D) the signal is
expanded both anteriorly and posteriorly in the absence of the PRE (panel D).
Black arrows mark the PS6 anterior boundary. Modified from (Maeda and Karch,
2009).
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during early embryogenesis, as gap and pair rule genes are not expressed anymore

(described in the previous section).

In Drosophila, PREs and TREs DNA sequences can be predicted according

to the binding of a couple of proteins (GAGA binding factor, Pleiohomeotic,

Engrailed, and Zeste). DNA binding can be predicted in silico using the binding

motifs of those proteins (Ringrose et al., 2003). PcG proteins are targeted to

PREs by a small subset of DNA binding members of the PcG, e.g. Pho, GAF or

Dorsal switch protein 1 (DSP-1, Figure 1.10). Indeed, when the binding sites

for Pho and GAF are deleted in initiator reporters with an associated memory

function (or PRE) the maintenance of an expression boundary is lost (Busturia

et al., 2001).

But how do Polycomb proteins lock a certain state to a stretch of DNA on the

genome? PcG proteins were first described in Drosophila (Slifer, 1942). Muta-

tions could be isolated which phenocopied homeotic gain of function phenotypes.

For example, alleles of Polycomb (Pc, a member of PcG) are often associated

with patches of black pigment on the fourth abdominal segment of male flies,

extra sex comb teeth on the second and third pair of legs, or antenna to leg

transformations. These phenotypes are reminiscent of those found for Abd-B, Scr

or Antp gain-of-function alleles, respectively (Busturia and Morata, 1988). These

observations suggest that it is the role of PcG proteins to delimit expression of

homeotic genes to certain territories.

Three multi-protein complexes have so far been characterized which are re-

cruited to PREs. Their names are PRC1 (Polycomb-repressive complex 1), PRC2,

and PhoRC (Pleiohomeotic repressive complex). Those complexes are composed

of several proteins with enzymatic activity. The substrate of PcG proteins is

the chromatin surrounding the PRE, which specialized proteins modify by cova-

lently linking methyl- or ubiquitin-groups (PRC2 and PRC1, respectively. Fig-

ure 1.10) to specific amino acids in the N-terminal arms of the histone proteins

(Schwartz and Pirrotta, 2007).

The sequence of events occurring at the PRE is as follows: the PRE senses

the activity of the surrounding chromatin. If it is poised for transcription, PRCs

do not exert their function (Papp and Müller, 2006). If the chromatin close to

the PRE is inactive, the first complex that is recruited to the DNA is PRC2. Its
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main role is tri-methylation of lysine 27 on histone 3 (Nekrasov et al., 2007). This

histone modification is catalyzed by the methyl-transferase protein Enhancer of

Zeste (E(z)) (Viré et al., 2006). Subsequently, this epigenetic mark is recognized

by PRC1. PRC1 reinforces repression by ubiquitylation of lysin 119 on histone

2A (Wang et al., 2004).

But how is a PRE switched on or o↵? This is probably the biggest question

about PREs nowadays. How does this element decide if it is in the o↵ state (PRE,

repressive) or on state (TRE, maintenance)? There are findings that link such

activities to transcription running through the PRE from one direction or the

other (Cavalli and Paro, 1998; Herzog et al., 2014), and thus acting as a switch,

but other studies refute such ideas (Erokhin et al., 2015).

1.2.4 Boundary elements

The “open for business” model proposes that each iab region is opened sequen-

tially. This was finally demonstrated on a molecular level by combining genetics

and biochemistry in the work of Bowman and colleagues (Bowman et al., 2014).

They analyzed Polycomb modifications of histones in the BX-C. The elegance of

their work was that they were able to isolate cells from single parasegments and

thus achieved an unprecedented resolution for the analysis of chromatin modifi-

cations within each iab along the A/P axis.

The boundary between the Polycomb silenced regions and the not silenced

regions lays precisely at the genomic positions previously identified by genetic

studies. In the next paragraphs, I will go through the evidence that lead to the

definition of boundary elements in the BX-C.

For the Abd-B region extensive studies were performed on the sequences that

separate the single iab regions from each other. Those sequences were called

boundary elements. The boundary separating the abd-A from the Abd-B region

(thus between iab-4 and iab-5 ) is called Miscadestral pigmentation (Mcp). The

boundaries separating iab-5, iab-6, iab-7 and iab-8 are called Fab-6, Fab-7 and

Fab-8, respectively (see Figure 1.6).

Deletions of single boundary regions will lead to fused iab regions. Such a

fusion of two previously independent cis-regulatory regions will lead to a gain-
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1.2 Cis-regulatory elements in the Bithorax complex (BX-C)

Figure 1.10: Polycomb Group Proteins - PcG proteins bind to specific se-
quences called Polycomb Response Elements (PRE, green, yellow and blue boxes
on the thin black line representing DNA). The first complex that is recruited to the
DNA is PRC2. Its main role is tri-methylation of lysine 27 on histone 3 (H3K27m3).
H3K27m3 is catalyzed by the methyl-transferase protein Enhancer of Zeste (E(z)).
This epigenetic mark is recognized by PRC1 which contains Polycomb. PRC1 re-
inforces repression by ubiquitylation of lysine 119 on histone 2A. Modified from
(Schwartz and Pirrotta, 2008).
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of-function phenotype. In the newly fused regulatory region the more posterior

of the two iabs determines the target gene and expression level, while both the

anterior and posterior iabs determine the segments in which the newly formed

regulatory region is active. Therefore, the segmental identity of the more anterior

segment acquires the identity of the posterior segment. For example, in male adult

flies the segment A5 is pigmented, while A4 is not. Deletion of the Mcp boundary

leads to ectopic pigmentation in A4 (Celniker et al., 1990). The reason for this

is that the regulatory region iab-4 is not separated anymore from iab-5. The two

regions now act as one, and Abd-B is activated in PS9 in the embryo (usually the

expression boundary is in PS10, Galloni et al. (1993)).

Another example is the deletion of the Fab-7 boundary that separates the

iab-6 from the iab-7 region (Gyurkovics et al., 1990). When this boundary is

deleted, PS11 will acquire the identity of PS12 as the two regions iab-6 and iab-7

are not able to work independently, as shown in Figure 1.11. Therefore, the

Abd-B expression levels are increased in PS11 to the levels found in PS12. Figure

1.11 is also a good representation of the “open for business” model: the three

lines with green ovals represent the situation of the iab-5, iab-6 and iab-7 regions

in the three parasegments PS10, PS11 and PS12. In Figure 1.11 A the wild

type situation is depicted: in PS10 only iab-5 is active and therefore “open”, in

PS11 iab-5 and iab-6 are open, and in PS12 iab-5, iab-6 and iab-7 are open. A

deletion of the iab-7 initiator element (Figure 1.11 B) leads to a loss of function

phenotype in PS12. In contrast, a deletion of a boundary element (Figure 1.11

C) leads to a gain of function phenotype in PS11, as iab-6 and iab-7 are fused

and therefore “opened” together.

For the sake of precision, it is worth noting that the phenotypes of Mcp and

Fab-7 described above are achieved by deletions (Mcp1 and Fab-71) that remove

both the boundary elements and associated PREs. A dissection of the individual

roles of boundary element and PRE was achieved for Fab-7 in the endogenous

genomic location (see Section 1.4.1). This was not the case for Mcp.

In summary, two initiator elements will end up in the same domain when a

boundary is removed, and therefore the interaction of both initiators with the

promoter is spurious leading to ectopic expression.
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Figure 1.11: Gain- and loss-of-function phenotypes according to the
“open for business model” - Expression of Abd-B in embryonic ventral nerve
cord in di↵erent mutant backgrounds. iab-7Sz removes the iab-7 initiator element.
Fab-71 removes the Fab-7 boundary that separates iab-6 from iab-7. WT: wild
type control. A: In wild type the iab regions iab-5, iab-6 and iab-7 are activated
according to the “open for business” model (see Figure 1.6 B and Figure 1.7). B:
In the case of a deleted initiator element the result is a loss of function phenotype:
Abd-B levels in the relative parasegments are the same as the anterior adjacent
parasegment (compare levels of Abd-B in PS12 and PS11 in iab-7Sz vs wild type).
C: In the case of a boundary deletion the two iab regions are not able to act
separately. Thus the Abd-B expression is again the same in PS11 and PS12 (like
in panel B) but instead of a loss of function there is a gain-of-function phenotype
(higher level of Abd-B in PS11). Modified from (Maeda and Karch, 2006).
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1.2.5 Promoter targeting sequences

In a general genome context, boundaries are thought of as cis-regulatory elements

preventing enhancers to contact promoters in a genomic region on the other side

of the boundary, therefore creating independent regulatory domains. If this is

the case, how do enhancers in the di↵erent iabs contact the Abd-B promoter,

having to surpass several boundaries? Kyrchanova and colleagues have called

this problem the “boundary paradox in the BX-C” (Kyrchanova et al., 2015).

To allow correct interaction between the enhancer elements on di↵erent iabs

with the promoter of coding sequences, it was therefore proposed that each iab re-

gion contains a promoter targeting sequence (PTS). Indeed, in transgenic assays,

the PTS from the iab-7 region was able to promote enhancer/promoter interac-

tion (Zhou and Levine, 1999). A second PTS was predicted in the iab-6 region

with transgenic assays using those sequences probing PTS activity, strengthening

the evidence for such cis-regulatory elements (Chen et al., 2005). However, a

clean deletion of the iab-7 PTS element only weakly impaired iab-7 function,

while no phenotype is visible for a iab-6 PTS deletion in the endogenous locus

(Mihaly et al., 2006).

Recent experiments that replaced the Fab-7 boundary in the endogenous locus

with Fab-8 sequences showed that only Fab-8 fragments containing the PTS were

able to allow correct insulator bypass of the boundary (Kyrchanova et al., 2016).

In this study, the activity of the iab-7 PTS was confirmed and further narrowed

to 83bp.

The evidence accumulated in the field suggests that PTS elements are indeed

present in the Abd-B gene, however further work is necessary to define those

elusive cis-regulatory elements and their interaction with the Abd-B promoter.

1.2.6 Tissue specific enhancers

Further investigations found DNA sequences originating from the BX-C that

give an expression signal in reporter assays, but behave di↵erently from the pre-

viously described initiator elements. The activity domain of those enhancers is

not restricted to a certain subset of parasagments as it was the case for initiator

elements, but instead they are active in specific tissues (like epidermis (Simon
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et al., 1990) or individual imaginal discs (Pirrotta et al., 1995)). Therefore, those

enhancers were named tissue specific enhancers.

Interestingly, transposable element insertions into the endogenous BX-C (en-

hancer trap experiments, O’Kane and Gehring (1987)) do never show such tissue

specific expression pattern and are always restricted to a parasegmental bound-

ary (Figure 1.6 D, Bender et al. (1983)). Thus, it is probable that those tissue

specific enhancers are restricted on their activity in the BX-C both on a tissue

level (by their own activity) and on a segmental level (by PRE activity in the

endogenous BX-C, according to the “open for business” model).

1.3 The nature of boundary elements

1.3.1 Known boundary elements in Drosophila

The classification of a DNA sequence as an insulator or boundary element is based

on the phenotype when the sequence is deleted and/or the activity of the DNA

in transgenes. In the BX-C, deletion of a boundary gave rise to a gain of function

phenotype instead of a loss of function observed when an initiator or enhancer

was deleted. Transgenic assays were used to test if a boundary contained the

following characteristics: enhancer blocking function, barrier function, and long

distance interaction (Figure 1.12, reviewed in Kuhn and Geyer (2003); Matzat

and Lei (2014)).

Several boundary element classes were identified in Drosophila based on ge-

netic and biochemical criteria. Their classification depends mainly on their as-

sociated proteins. Boundaries can be broadly grouped in two classes: class I)

the Supressor of Hairy wing dependent boundaries and class II) the Centrosomal

protein 190 (CP190), Boundary element associated factor 32 (BEAF-32), and

CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) dependent boundaries (Nègre et al., 2010). Class

I contains virtually only the Suppressor of Hairy wing (Su(Hw)) bound insulator

(Su(Hw) is a protein discovered because of its binding to a natural transpos-

able element), while class II contains a diverse array of independent boundaries.

Examples of class II boundaries are the boundaries in the Hox clusters. The

boundaries in the BX-C, and more specifically in the Abd-B region, are the best

studied.
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1.3.2 Enhancer blocking, barrier function, and long dis-
tance interaction

The definition of an insulator (or boundary element) is based on the phenotypes

such DNA sequences exhibited in transgenic constructs. The functions that are

associated with such elements are enhancer blocking (Figure 1.12 B,C), chro-

matin barrier function (Figure 1.12 D,E), and long distance interaction (Figure

1.12 F,G). Those functions lead to the hypothesis that the main role of bound-

ary elements may be to protect a given promoter from spurious activation by en-

hancers that usually are not responsible for that specific promoter and therefore

enable the correct enhancer-promoter interaction. Furthermore, these elements

are implicated with the blocking of heterochromatin spreading (reviewed in Kuhn

and Geyer (2003); Matzat and Lei (2014)).

Enhancer blocking function can be tested with a simple transgenic assay: a

sequence thought to be a boundary element is inserted between an enhancer and

a promoter of a reporter gene (Figure 1.12 A,B). If a gene is not expressed,

this might be an indication that the sequence inserted is indeed an insulator,

as it prevents correct enhancer/promoter interaction. In such a case, it has still

to be ruled out that the repression of the reporter gene is not due to silencing.

To test this, the putative insulator is cloned on the other side of the enhancer.

Thus, the insulator DNA is not between the enhancer and the promoter anymore

(Figure 1.12 C). In that situation, the insulator function should not block the

enhancer/promoter interaction anymore (Kellum and Schedl, 1991).

Chromatin barrier function can be tested with a mini-white reporter. Such

reporters show a big variety of eye pigmentation reflecting the genomic location

they are inserted into by transposable elements. This phenomenon is named

chromosomal position e↵ect (Levis et al., 1985). This e↵ect can be used to test

the capacity of insulators to block the spread of heterochromatin (Kellum and

Schedl, 1991): when a mini-white reporter is inserted close to heterochromatin

the eye color is either weak or variegated (some ommatidia colored and others

lacking color). The insertion of a boundary element blocks the spreading of

heterochromatin and the eye color becomes darker and more constant throughout

ommatidia.
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Long distance interaction can either be tested in cis or in trans : it was shown

that boundary elements can pair physically on the same transgene, but also over

very long distances when inserted on the sister chromosome, and even (in some

cases) on di↵erent chromosomes. In transgenes, the hypothesis of loop generation

was put forward after a surprising observation: compared to enhancer blocking

assays, in which a single boundary is inserted between an enhancer and a reporter,

Kuhn and colleagues inserted two gypsy insulators (Figure 1.12 F). One insu-

lator is enough to prevent enhancer-promoter interaction, an additional insulator

reverts this phenotype and the reporter is expressed (Kuhn et al., 2003). The

enhancer is probably brought in vicinity of the promoter by the physical inter-

action of the two insulators, looping out the DNA laying between them (Figure

1.12 G).

1.3.3 The gipsy insulator

Most of the classical Drosophila melanogaster alleles were isolated as spontaneous

mutagenic events. Much later, it was demonstrated that many of them were due

to insertions of mobile genetic elements (transposons) into gene regions. This

ectopic genetic material disturbs the function of the gene and thus gives rise to a

phenotype. One of this transposable elements is the gipsy transposon. Relevant

examples for the topic of this thesis are gipsy-dependent abx and bx alleles of the

Ubx gene region. Such alleles induce haltere to wing homeotic transformations

(Peifer and Bender, 1986). As it is the case for abx and bx alleles, many of the

gipsy insertions leading to a phenotype were not localized in coding regions, but

in regulatory regions of a gene.

How can an insertion of a gypsy element in regulatory regions disrupt gene

function? It was found that the gypsy transposable element contains a 430bp

long DNA fragment containing 12 copies of a repeated motif. When tested in an

enhancer blocking assay this repeat motif was su�cient to inhibit correct reporter

expression (Geyer and Corces, 1992; Geyer et al., 1988). The repeat region was

shown to be bound by a zinc finger protein called Suppressor of Hairy wing

(Su(Hw)). These studies suggested that gypsy element insertions act as boundary

(or insulator) elements preventing proactive enhancer-promoter interactions. In
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Figure 1.12: Boundary element transgenic assays - A: In a control trans-
genic construct a chosen enhancer (yellow box) is able to activate a reporter gene
(green box for active transcription, promoter as a black arrow) posed on the same
transgene. B,C: Enhancer blocking assay. When a boundary element (red box)
is positioned in between the enhancer and the reporter gene from panel (A), the
interaction between enhancer and promoter is disrupted (the reporter gene the box
is white and not green anymore). In controls experiments, the boundary is posi-
tioned away from the enhancer and promoter (C). If the boundary is a boundary
and not a silencer, this should reverse the e↵ect seen in (B). D,E: Barrier function
assay. Inserting a boundary element close to an active reporter gene, the activity
of the reporter gene is protected by the boundary element from heterochromatin
spreading (red dashed lines). Removal of the boundary leads to an inactivation
of the gene due to heterochromatin spreading over the gene region. F,G: Bound-
ary element skipping and long distance interaction. When an additional boundary
element is inserted in the situation described in panel (B) the enhancer block-
ing activity of the boundary is reverted and the reporter gene is activated. The
most likely mechanism for such a phenomenon is illustrated in panel (G): The two
boundary elements are able to establish a DNA-DNA long distance interaction,
and therefore the enhancer is brought in proximity of the promoter of the reporter
gene.
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fact, such insertions are often between an enhancer and its target promoter (Geyer

and Corces, 1992). Indeed, when studying gypsy-induced mutant alleles in su(Hw)

mutant background, their phenotypes can be reverted (Modolell et al., 1983).

Not only did Su(Hw)-dependent insulators show enhancer blocking, but when

flanking transgenic insertions they could shield reporter genes from chromosomal

position e↵ects (Roseman et al., 1993). This shielding e↵ect may depend on the

barrier function or on insulator/insulator looping (Comet et al., 2006; Sigrist and

Pirrotta, 1997).

A recent study analyzed the Su(Hw) binding sites in the Drosophila genome

using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). In contrast to the clustered Su(Hw)-

binding sites on the gypsy transposon, endogenous genomic Su(Hw) binding sites

frequently consist of a single Su(Hw) binding motif. The sites analyzed show a

constant Su(Hw) binding throughout development and in diverse tissues. The au-

thors also analyzed the transcriptional changes in a su(Hw) mutant background.

They observed a widespread and general change in gene expression. The genes

that were di↵erentially expressed (compared to wild type) were in most cases not

in proximity of gypsy insertions (and thus in proximity of clustered Su(Hw) sites)

but close to single Su(Hw) sites. These results support a model that Su(Hw) is

responsible to maintain a constant genomic architecture (Adryan et al., 2007).

1.3.4 The scs and scs’ boundaries

scs and scs’ (Specialized Chromatin Structure domain boundary elements) were

the first boundaries described in Drosophila (Kellum and Schedl, 1991). Those

two boundaries are flanking a 14kb region containing five genes (two of them

coding for heat shock 70 proteins). They interact with each other and thus

probably create a chromatin loop (Kyrchanova et al., 2013). This insulator/

insulator interaction is mediated by the two insulator-associated proteins BEAF-

32 and Zw5 (Gaszner et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 1995).
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1.4 Boundaries in the BX-C

1.4.1 Fab-7, the model boundary in the BX-C

The best studied boundary in the BX-C is Fab-7. This boundary separates the

iab-6 from the iab-7 region. iab-7 is responsible for the identity of segment A7

which is not formed in wild type adult male flies. iab-6 is responsible for the

identity of segment A6, which is darkly pigmented in adult male flies. Deletion

of the Fab-7 boundary leads to a well visible phenotype: A6 is transformed

into A7 (Gyurkovics et al., 1990). Therefore, only one darkly pigmented tergite

(A5) is visible in mutant male flies, and not two (A5 and A6 in wild type flies,

see Figure 1.13 A). The first description of the Fab-7 boundary restricted its

functional DNA sequences to a 4kb region between the iab-6 and iab-7 regions.

An insertion of a transposable element in the region (called “bluetail”, see

Figure 1.13 B, Galloni et al. (1993)) was instrumental to genetically dissect

this boundary with a good resolution at the endogenous locus. Deletions caused

by imprecise excision of the “bluetail” transposon enabled the determination of

three di↵erent phenotypical classes (I,II, and III) (Mihaly et al., 1997).

The three phenotypes correlate with the presence of three DNase hypersen-

sitive regions in the Fab-7 boundary (HS1, HS2, and HS3. Figure 1.13 B,C).

HS stands for DNase I hypersensitive site, and are DNA sequences that can be

digested by the DNase I enzyme due to open chromatin. This open chromatin

state is a sign of transcription factor binding. Deletion of all three regions to-

gether leads to a class I phenotype, meaning a complete transformation of A6 into

A7 as observed in Fab-71. Deletion of HS1 and HS2 leads to a class II phenotype:

a partial transformation of A6 into A7. Such a phenotype can be modulated by

Polycomb group or Trithorax group alleles. The last class, class III (removal of

HS3) shows no discernible phenotype (Figure 1.13 D).

The sequences in HS3 are necessary to see a modulation of Abd-B phenotypes

due to Polycomb and Trithorax alleles. Thus, it was postulated that HS3 contains

a PRE. As gain-of-function phenotypes were only visible when HS1 and HS2 are
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deleted, it was postulated that those sequences contain the boundary element

(Mihaly et al., 1997).

Recently, a more precise dissection of the Fab-7 boundary allowed a higher

resolution on the functional units. The insulator function associated previously

to HS1 and HS2 could be restricted to HS1 (Wolle et al., 2015). The function

of the boundary depends on the binding of GAF. Removal of those binding sites

destroys the enhancer blocking function of the boundary (Schweinsberg et al.,

2004).

Furthermore, Fab-7 facilitates interaction between regulatory regions and gene

promoters: it was shown by the use of the DamID method that this boundary

Figure 1.13 (following page): Dissection of the Fab-7 boundary - A:
Classical Fab-71 phenotype. A spreaded preparation of an adult male abdominal
cuticle is shown. wild type males have 6 visible abdominal segments (A1 to A6).
The tergites are di↵erentially pigmented. A1 remains unpigmented. A2-A4 develop
a stripe of black pigment along the posterior border of each tergite. A5 and A6
tergites are completely black. On the ventral side, male sternites A1 and A6
are devoid of sternite bristles. They are only present in A2 to A5. In Fab-71

males these morphological features remain essentially unchanged, except for the
absence of A6 tergites. Arrowheads point to the 6th and 7th tracheal openings.
Modified from (Gyurkovics et al., 1990). B: Representation of the Fab-7 region with
the insertion of the bluetail transposon. In brackets the di↵erent cis-regulatory
regions are indicated (iab-5 to iab-7 ). The Abd-B gene is indicated by one of its
transcripts. The position of the homeobox is also indicated by a triangle. The
location of the bluetail transposable element is indicated by the triangle on top
of the black line, the orientation of the LacZ reporter gene is shown by an arrow.
Modified from (Mihaly et al., 1997). C: Characterization of the Fab-7 element. The
bluetail transposon is marked again as a triangle, the black boxes mark DNAse
hypersensitive sites (smaller boxes mark regions that showed weaker sensitivity
to DNase) while the ovals represent the putative positions of the nucleosomes.
Modified from (Mihaly et al., 1997). D: Genetic dissection of Fab-7. The three
phenotypical classes of deletions are marked. Class I deletes both the PRE and
insulator region of Fab-7. Class II deletes the insulator region on the left side of
the bluetail insertion. Class III deletions (the deletions are localized on the right of
the bluetail insertion) do not show the typical Fab-7 phenotype, but can enhance
the phenotype of Class I and II in trans. Therefore, class III was predicted to
contain the Fab-7 PRE, while Class I contains the proper boundary element. Blue
box symbolizes the predicted location of boundary element, red box the location
of PRE. Modified from (Mihaly et al., 1997).
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interacts with the Abd-B promoter. The synthetic binding of a DNA methylase

enzyme (DamID method) to the Fab-7 region methylates DNA close to the Abd-

B promoter (Cléard et al., 2006). This experiment proves that a boundary in

the BX-C indeed is able to form loops in the endogenous genomic location, con-

firming transgenic assays that attributed the long distance interaction function

to boundary elements.

Given the modularity and similarity of iab regions, the Fab-7 boundary can

be replaced by the Fab-8 boundary. To observe a complete rescue, both the iab-

7 PTS and Fab-8 sequences have to be inserted in the Fab-7 locus, replacing

the endogenous Fab-7 boundary element. These experiments demonstrate the

functional similarity of the boundaries in the Abd-B region, even though their

sequence similarity is very scarce (Kyrchanova et al., 2016). Indeed, the opposite

experiment works as well: the Fab-7 boundary can replace the Fab-8 boundary,

even though Fab-7 does not contain any CTCF binding sites (in opposition to the

other boundaries in the Abd-B gene) (Iampietro et al., 2008). Other boundaries,

not originally from the BX-C (like scs or gypsy) are not able to substitute the

Fab-7 boundary: replacement of the Fab-7 boundary with scs or gypsy leads to

a loss of function (segment A6 transformed into A5 in adult males) (Hogga et al.,

2001). In conclusion, the boundaries in the BX-C seem to be an independent

subclass of boundaries, that are similar in function to each other.

1.4.2 Other boundaries described in the BX-C

Further boundaries were isolated from the BX-C. The ones that were experimen-

tally described are Fub (separating the Ubx bxd/pbx region from the abd-A iab-2

region, Bender and Lucas (2013)), Mcp (separating abd-A iab-4 from Abd-B iab-

5, Karch et al. (1994)), Fab-6 (separating iab-5 from iab-6, Mihaly et al. (2006)),

and Fab-8 (separating iab-7 from iab-8, Barges et al. (2000)).

The interaction between Mcp, Fab-6, Fab-7, Fab-8, and the Abd-B promoter

was studied in transgenic assays that tested for the ability of boundary element

pairs to show boundary element bypass as described in Figure 1.12 F (Kyr-

chanova et al., 2011). All those boundaries interact with each other in transgenic

constructs, and enable enhancer/promoter interactions in line with the DNA loop
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model. Furthermore, in similar set-ups all boundaries except Mcp interact with

the Abd-B promoter. Those interactions where dependent on the action of CTCF

(but not exclusively, as Fab-7 does not bind CTCF), as deletion of CTCF bind-

ing sites on the boundary elements studied reduced the interactions between the

boundaries themselves and between the boundaries and the promoter. The im-

portance of CTCF binding sites was shown also in other studies, e.g. it confers

enhancer blocking activity to the Fab-8 boundary (Kyrchanova et al., 2016). In-

terestingly, CTCF is the only known insulator protein conserved from Drosophila

melanogaster to Homo sapiens (Moon et al., 2005).

1.5 The Mcp boundary in the BX-C

1.5.1 Deletions and their phenotypes in the Mcp region

The first Mcp allele that was isolated (Mcp1) is dominant and was found to

carry a 3.5kb deletion between the iab-4 and iab-5 regions (Karch et al., 1990).

It has a striking phenotype in adult males: in wild type flies only A5 and A6

are pigmented. In Mcp mutants, A4 is pigmented as well (Figure 1.14 A).

Thus, Mcp induces a homeotic transformation in which A4 acquires A5 identity

(Celniker et al., 1990). This transformation is triggered by an anterior expansion

of Abd-B expression. This change in expression is best visible in the ventral

nerve cord of germ band retracted embryos. Antibody staining against Abd-B in

mutant embryos shows an anterior Abd-B expression border in PS9 compared to

PS10 in wild type (Figure 1.14 B, Crosby et al. (1993)).

Further endogenous deletions in the Mcp locus helped to narrow down the

boundary region. McpB116 is a smaller deletion (around 800bp) that removes a

sequence that is contained in the Mcp1 deletion (Figure 1.15). This deletion

shows a similar phenotype as Mcp1. Combined with the McpH27 deletion the

boundary can be restricted to a region of around 400bp (Karch et al., 1994). As

will be discussed below, this 400bp interval is similarly organized as the Fab-7

region: on the iab-4 side, there is a boundary element and on the iab-5 side,

there is a PRE.
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1.5 The Mcp boundary in the BX-C

Figure 1.14: Mcp phenotype - A: Adult abdominal cuticle spreads from wild
type and Mcp males are depicted. Note the change in phenotype in the A4 tergite.
Arrowheads mark the same segment, in wild type this segment has an A4 identity,
in mutants an A5 identity. Modified from (Celniker et al., 1990). B: Ventral views
of whole mount embryos hybridized with a probe against Abd-B transcripts are
shown (anterior to the right). In wild type animals the gene is transcribed only
until parasegment 10. In Mcp mutants the expression of Abd-B is broader, as
it is visible in the embryonic in situs: Abd-B is expressed from posterior until
parasegment 9. Arrowheads mark the anterior expression boundary of Abd-B. In
adult animals this leads to an abnormal pigmentation seen in panel A of this figure.
Modified from (Crosby et al., 1993).
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Figure 1.15: Classical Mcp deletions - Genetic characterization ofMcp. Mcp is
located between iab-4 and iab-5. The line at the top symbolize the DNA. Relevant
restriction sites are marked (R1: EcoRI; P: PstI; S:SalI; X:XbaI). Below the DNA,
the extensions of three Mcp deletions are shown. The minimal deletion interval
defined by the McpH27 and McpB116 breakpoints (marked with an asterisk) is 415bp
in size. The blue and red box symbolize the boundary element and PRE in the
Mcp region. Both those elements are deleted in all alleles. Modified from (Karch
et al., 1994).

1.5.2 Dissection of the Mcp PRE in transgenes

Early studies associated an enhancer silencing activity to the Mcp boundary

(Busturia and Bienz, 1993). In those experiments, a DNA fragment containing

Mcp was tested for its ability of silencing the bxd enhancer from the Ubx locus

in transgenes. Indeed, Mcp was able to restrict the expression pattern of the

bxd enhancer. This experimental setup is analogous to the one introduced in

Section 1.2.3, which describes a widely used assay for the identification of PRE

containing DNA fragments. Based on the observed maintenance activity of Mcp,

it could be concluded that theMcp fragment used by Busturia and Bienz contains

a PRE.

Later on, this silencing activity was assigned to the four Pho binding sites on

the distal side of the Mcp element (the side facing the iab-5 region) (Busturia

et al., 2001). In this experiment a pbx enhancer (specific for PS6, therefore

active in the posterior half of the haltere disc) was flanked by a Mcp sequence

on a LacZ reporter plasmid (Figure 1.16 A). Mcp is inserted between the pbx

enhancer and the Ubx-LacZ reporter. As Mcp does indeed contain a PRE, the
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expression in the posterior compartment of the haltere disc is maintained during

development. This construct was inserted randomly into the genome using P

transposable element transgenesis. As the genomic background varies in such

insertions, various di↵erent insertions with the same construct were analyzed and

scored, as genomic background e↵ects may interfere with the enhancer and/or

PRE activity. Flies that show a restricted LacZ expression in the posterior haltere

disc compartment were scored as “silenced”. On the opposite, flies showing an

expanded LacZ expression in the anterior haltere compartment and in the wing

disc were scored as “derepressed”.

When a 822bp SalI-XbaI Mcp sequence is used (see restriction sites in Figure

1.15), the pbx signal domain is mainly not expanded (15 out of 23 “silenced” in

Figure 1.16 B). Instead, when all Pho binding sites are removed from the PRE,

such a silencing does more often not happen and the enhancer signal is expanded

(8 out of 9 “derepressed” in Figure 1.16 B).

However, a 102bp fragment (called MCP1 in Figure 1.16 B,C) containing the

four Pho binding sites is not su�cient to restrict the pbx pattern: 17/18 lines show

anterior expansion (see Figure 1.16 C). Robust Mcp mediated maintenance

requires two GAF binding sites (compare MCP7 and MCP7* in Figure 1.16 C).

Hence, the Mcp PRE is defined by the 137bp contained in MCP7.

In conclusion, Mcp contains a PRE and its activity is dependent on the Pho

and GAF binding site in transgenic assays.

1.5.3 Long distance interaction of Mcp boundary pairs

One additional feature of the Mcp boundary element is its capacity to interact

with a second Mcp boundary element over very large genomic distances. Trans-

genic insertions at di↵erent genomic locations have been shown to physically and

genetically interact with each other, sometimes even when the two insertions are

on di↵erent chromosome arms or on di↵erent chromosomes (Müller et al., 1999;

Vazquez et al., 2006) (Figure 1.17).

Mcp boundary mediated interactions could only be monitored as long as the

Mcp PRE (or a heterologous PRE, see Li et al. (2011)) is present on the same

transgene together with a mini-white reporter. mini-white is a modified white
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Figure 1.16: Dissection of the Mcp PRE - Pho and GAF are responsible for
the silencing activity of Mcp. Through a transgenic assay the silencing activity of
Mcp was tested. In di↵erent constructs the single Pho and GAF sites were mutated,
and the minimal region for silencing was identified. A: The general design of the
constructs is illustrated: the pbx enhancer was fused to the di↵erent Mcp elements
(with mutated sites, or shorter versions). The LacZ gene monitors the activity of
the pbx enhancer in haltere discs. B,C: With the full length Mcp the expression is
restricted to the posterior part of the haltere disc (“silenced” in the figure). With a
mutated and non functional PRE, the LacZ expression will be all over the haltere
and wing disc (this is the meaning of “derepressed” in the figure). Round signs on
the DNA line represent PHO sites, squares represent GAF sites. Modified from
(Busturia et al., 2001).

gene lacking all the tissue specific enhancers. Nevertheless, mini-white is able

to rescue white mutant flies in heterozygous conditions, with variations due to

genomic position e↵ects.

But what is the role of the Mcp PRE in monitoring long distance interaction?

When a transgene containing mini-white is observed in white mutant background,

the intensity of the eye color is gene dosage dependent: heterozygous flies have

less eye color than homozygous flies. Adding a PRE to the same transgene usually

has two consequences: 1) heterozygous flies often display less mini-white activity

and 2) the gene dosage dependency is very often lost. Indeed, heterozygous flies

accumulate more eye pigment than their homozygous siblings (Figure 1.17 A).

Therefore, it is postulated that PREs work best when paired (reviewed in Kassis

(2002)).

When two Mcp boundaries (containing the PRE) are paired, an adjacent

mini-white cassette is silenced. Through this assay, one can assess if two Mcp

boundaries are interacting in trans even when inserted at di↵erent genomic loci

(Müller et al., 1999; Vazquez et al., 2006). Such interaction is orchestrated by
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1.5 The Mcp boundary in the BX-C

the insulator subunit of the Mcp boundary, the Mcp PRE is dispensable for such

a long distance function (Li et al., 2011).

The fact that two Mcp boundaries can interact was later verified in cis (using

a boundary element bypass assay, described in Figure 1.12 F,G) (Gruzdeva

et al., 2005). A 340bp long fragment was su�cient to induce boundary pairing.

Such a fragment contained the CTCF binding site, while the PRE sequences were

absent (Figure 1.17 C).

Taken together, those experiments demonstrate that theMcp boundary is able

to pair in cis and in trans, even over long distances, and that this interaction is

dependent on the insulator unit of the boundary, and not on the PRE.

1.5.4 Directionality of Mcp boundary interactions

In the previous section I’ve gone through the evidence that the Mcp bound-

aries establish interactions with themselves when multiple Mcp boundaries are

distributed on chromosomes. A further study raised an additional aspect: Mcp

boundaries have a directionality. When a pair of Mcp elements is inserted in the

same transgenic construct, their orientation determines how the established loop

would look like, and if the enhancer can contact the promoter in an optimal way

(see Figure 1.18, Kyrchanova et al. (2007)).

This experiment further demonstrated that the PRE is not necessary for chro-

matin/chromatin interactions established by the Mcp boundary, as Kyrchanova

and colleagues are able to induce looping in their assays with Mcp boundaries not

containing any PRE. Furthermore, the directionality raise an interesting point be-

cause in mammals it was postulated that the orientation of CTCF binding sites

might have a function (Guo et al., 2015).

However, the question remains whether this directionality of Mcp interactions

plays a role in the endogenous location, or if it is a feature of transgenic assays.
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Figure 1.17: Pairing sensitivity as a readout for long distance interaction
- A: Illustration of pairing sensitivity. The eye color of flies is represented on top.
Below an illustration of the genotypes, the presence of mini-white (red arrow) and
PRE (blue box) on transgenes on both sister chromosomes. At the bottom the
level of mini-white expression. Modified from (McElroy et al., 2014). B: The
Mcp element can establish long distance interactions. Ten P{Mcp, miniwhite}
insertions and their genomic location on chromosome 3 are shown. Four of them
are on chromosome arm 3L, six on 3R. The black dot in the center symbolizes the
centromere. Pairs of P{Mcp, miniwhite} inserts are connected by a thick line, a
thin line or no line at all. They represent the following scores respectively: strong
interaction (weaker eye color than both parents), weak interaction (weaker eye
color than one of the two parents) or no interaction (same or darker eye color as
parents). Modified from (Müller et al., 1999). C: PstI-PstI Mcp fragment. The
putative insulator is marked in black, while the PRE is marked in grey on the 755bp
long Mcp fragment used in the Gruzdeva et al. study. Numbers mark the distance
from the proximal PstI site. Both the 508bp and 340bp derivative constructs were
able to mediate long distance interaction. Modified from (Gruzdeva et al., 2005).
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1.5 The Mcp boundary in the BX-C

Figure 1.18: Orientation dependency of Mcp boundary element pairing
in cis - Mcp is orientation dependent in cis. On the left a control eye color. In
the middle the inserted transgene contains two Mcp boundaries facing each other
flanking an enhancer. The promoter and the coding sequence of the white reporter
gene is laying outside the putative boundary loop. In this case the eye color is not
substantially darker than the control. When the Mcp boundaries are in the same
orientation on the transgene (on the right) the enhancer is positioned in a way
that it can contact the white promoter, leading to clearly darker eye colors. Yellow
and red arrows represent the mini-white reporter cassette with respective activity
(yellow weak, red strong). Star represents the enhancer. Blue arrow box represents
the boundary element Mcp and its orientation. Modified from (Kyrchanova et al.,
2007).
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1.6 Current model of Abd-B gene regulation

Combining the “open for business” concept with the chromatin/chromatin inter-

action capacity of boundaries and the knowledge of other cis-regulatory elements

described beforehand, we can nowadays postulate a model on how the gene Abd-B

is regulated.

According to the “open for business” model, genomic regions are opened ac-

cording to their activities (reviewed in Maeda and Karch (2015)). Indeed, Bow-

man and colleagues showed that BX-C chromatin is more open (less regions si-

lenced by H3K27m3) the more posterior the cells are positioned along the A/P

axis. This suggests that chromatin is opened up along the collinearity rule of the

BX-C. When the initiator in one region (in the Abd-B gene iab-5 to iab-8 ) is

activated this will probably lead to an inhibition of PRE activity on this region

(Bowman et al., 2014). Thus, initiators are activated in a linear way from ante-

rior to posterior corresponding to the location of the cell in the A/P body axis.

This activation will lead to a less and less repressed BX-C chromatin the more

posterior the cell is localized in the embryo.

But what does separate the di↵erent regions? How is it controlled that Poly-

comb silences only blocks of DNA? The results of Bowman and colleagues show

very sharp boundaries of H3K27me3 at the location of chromatin boundaries.

The domains in the BX-C remind of a general genomic feature: it is known

that genomic regions can be physically separated from each other. Chromosomes

by themselves occupy discrete regions in the nucleus (Figure 1.19 A). Single

chromosomes are themselves divided into domains named topological associated

domains (TADs). Those TADs can either be associated to the nuclear lamina (and

repressed) or not (Figure 1.19 B). TADs were defined using chromosome capture

methods, where DNA-DNA interactions can be biochemically assessed. Inside

TADs DNA-DNA interactions are very common, while across TAD boundaries

those interactions are greatly reduced (Figure 1.16 C, reviewed in Matharu and

Ahituv (2015)).

One di↵erence between general TADs and the independent regions in the BX-

C is that the DNA between most of the Abd-B boundaries does not contain coding

sequences but just cis-regulatory elements (Figure 1.19 D). The current model
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of the BX-C would suggest that the di↵erent boundaries are all in close physical

proximity to each other in the nucleus. This interaction might be lost when the

initiator in one of the iabs is activated. This would allow the initiator and other

cis-regulatory elements in the iab region to interact with the Abd-B promoter.

The loops that would not be opened are silenced by polycomb proteins (see green

circles in Figure 1.19 D).

Those mechanisms (activation according to initiator activity and silencing of

inactivated regions) would lead to a di↵erent DNA conformation according to the

segment in which the cell is positioned, as this topological information is given

by the initiator itself (Figure 1.19 D): in segment A4 the whole Abd-B gene is

silenced and all boundary elements are in contact. Moving posteriorly, boundary

elements are released one-by-one segmentally from contacting the other Abd-B

boundaries. In A5, Mcp is released and the regulatory elements in the iab-5

region can interact with the Abd-B promoter. In A6, both Mcp and Fab-6 are

released, and the regulatory elements in iab-6 can contact the Abd-B promoter.

As described in previous chapters, those long distance DNA-DNA interactions

are thought to be mediated by insulator protein pairing (reviewed in Bushey et al.

(2009)). In the case of the Abd-B regions it is likely that those loops are created

by CTCF pairing (aided by CP190). Nevertheless, there is the exception of the

Fab-7 boundary that does not bind CTCF, therefore it might be that di↵erent

insulator proteins interact with each other through common binding of CP190

(Bushey et al., 2009).

Still, nowadays we have no definitive data that would completely validate

this sequence of events in Abd-B. Nevertheless, interactions between boundaries,

sharp limits in polycomb modifications, and the rich world of genetic analysis

data collected in the last decades in the BX-C would indicate this way. Further

development of biochemical methods and tissue isolation may clarify the situation

even better in the future.
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1.7 Methods

1.7.1 Use of phiC31 integrase in Drosophila

The integration of modified DNA sequences into the genome of an animal is

crucial for modern genetic studies. The first transgenesis methods were based

on transposable elements, in Drosophila most commonly based on P-Elements

(Spradling and Rubin, 1982). Those systems have one crucial disadvantage: the

location of integration can not be influenced. For this reason, in Drosophila the

phiC31-based integration system has been established for precise integration of

DNA in specific genomic loci (Bischof et al., 2007). phiC31-integrase encodes an

integrase responsible for the recombination of two short DNA sequences, bacterial

attachment site (attB) and phage attachement site (attP).

Previously introduced attP or attB sites in the genome can be used to re-

integrate genetic material at that one position in a precise and e�cient way. This

allows studies of multiple modified sequences at the same location and thus the

conditions are normalized for position e↵ects.

In this thesis, the Recombination Mediated Cassette Exchange method (RMCE)

is used (Bateman et al., 2006). In the case of RMCE, two attachment sites are

used (i.e. two attB sites on the genome and two attP on the plasmid). Thereby,

Figure 1.19 (following page): Topologically associated domains as an
analogy for BX-C DNA loops - A: Chromosomes in interphase usually occupy
defined regions inside the nucleus (di↵erent colors for di↵erent chromosomes). Mod-
ified from (Matharu and Ahituv, 2015). B: Each chromosome is predicted to be
subdivided into multiple topological associated domains (TADs). Usually, lamina
associated DNA is silenced, while DNA reaching in the middle of the nucleus is
active. Modified from (Matharu and Ahituv, 2015). C: Each TAD is composed of
two delimiting boundaries and can contain multiple coding sequences and multiple
cis-regulatory elements. Inside TADs there can be DNA-DNA interaction between
sequences that are not close to each other. Modified from (Matharu and Ahituv,
2015). D: Topology of the Abd-B genome region (Abd-B coding sequence as black
arrow) in di↵erent abdominal segments (A4 to A6). In A4 there is no Abd-B expres-
sion in wild type flies. Therefore all the inter-boundary regions (boundaries as red
circles) are silenced by polycomb induced modifications (green circles). Modified
from (Maeda and Karch, 2009).
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instead of inserting the entire injected plasmid into the genome, only the genetic

material between the attachment sites is inserted.

1.7.2 The CRISPR/Cas9 method for genome engineering

The story on how CRISPR/Cas9 has gone from being first described in 1987

(Ishino et al., 1987) to being the poster child of next generation biology and

medicine starting from 2012 onwards (when CRISPR/Cas9 was described as a

RNA-guided DNA nuclease, Jinek et al. (2012)) is a tale that illustrates the long

road from basic research to application, and how the nature of those applications

can not be predicted (reviewed in Doudna and Charpentier (2014)).

After the discovery of a series of short direct repeats interspaced with short

sequences in the genome of Escherichia coli (Ishino et al., 1987), almost twenty

years passed during which such sequences were found in many other bacteria and

archaea, but no insight into the role of such sequences was gained. In 2005, sev-

eral publications suggested that the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-

drome Repeats (CRISPR) contained spacers that had extrachromosomal origin.

Those sequences originated from phages that infected those bacteria (Bolotin

et al., 2005; Mojica et al., 2005; Pourcel et al., 2005). The fact that bacteria

integrate phage DNA into specific regions of their chromosome indicated that

these repeated sequences might be part of a bacterial immune system (Makarova

et al., 2006). Indeed, such an acquired bacterial immunity was demonstrated with

a phage infection experiment in Streptococcus thermophilus (Barrangou et al.,

2007).

The finding that only one cas gene (coding for the Cas9 protein, a endonu-

clease able to induce double strand breaks) is needed for such bacterial defense

function (Sapranauskas et al., 2011) opened the door for the development of a

method that would allow directed DNA cutting in vitro (Jinek et al., 2012) and

in vivo (Cong et al., 2013; Jinek et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). In these stud-

ies, the two RNA components of the system (crRNA and tracrRNA, two small

RNA molecules that cooperatively are needed to bring Cas9 to the genome) were

combined to one molecule (guide RNA, or gRNA. Figure 1.20 A,B).
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The method developed is based on the Cas9 protein and a gRNA. gRNA

contains a guide sequence that is designed individually with a specific locus in

mind: the RNA sequence is complementary to the target DNA. A restriction

in designing gRNAs is the presence of a PAM sequence (Protospacer Adjacent

Motif, see Figure 1.20 A) on the genomic DNA. This PAM sequence is necessary

for the Cas9 activity. Interestingly, the PAM sequence changes according to the

Cas9 donor species. For the commonly used Streptococcus aureus Cas9, the PAM

consists of 5’-NGG-3’ nucleotides (Kleinstiver et al., 2015).

In Drosophila, CRISPR/Cas9 can be used to create precise clean deletions

using one pair of gRNA flanking the target region (Figure 1.20 C) or the addi-

tional usage of a plasmid containing homology arms to integrate genetic material

at the location of choice (Figure 1.20 D, Gratz et al. (2013a)).

Those two di↵erent genome modification mechanisms rely on two DNA repair

mechanism: non-homologous-end-joining (NHEJ) for clean deletions and homol-

ogous recombination (HR) for integration of foreign DNA (Gratz et al., 2013a).
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Figure 1.20: CRISPR/Cas9 method representation and applications -
A: Interaction between the Cas9 protein, the two involved RNA molecules (crRNA
and tracrRNA, together they guide the Cas9 enzyme to the correct genomic loca-
tion, where a PAM sequence is present) and the target DNA. The Cas9 protein
opens the double stranded DNA helix and induces breaks in both strands (dark
grey arrowhead and box). Modified from (Doudna and Charpentier, 2014). B: En-
gineered RNA molecules made scientific usage more convenient: fusing the crRNA
and tracrRNA molecules depicted in panel (A) with a linker made the CRISPR/
Cas9 method usable with just two components (the Cas9 protein and the chimeric
RNA molecule). Modified from (Doudna and Charpentier, 2014). C: Use of the
CRISPR/Cas9 method to induce specific deletions in a genomic locus of choice.
Grey boxes show the structure of a hypothetical transcript (the promoter shown
as a black arrow). Green arrows show the position of the gRNA/Cas9 binding
locations. The cutting of the two DNA strands at those locations will activate the
Non-Homologous-End-Joining (NHEJ) DNA repair mechanism. In some cases this
will create a chromosome where the DNA sequences in between the gRNA/Cas9
binding sites are deleted (illustrated by red brackets). Modified from (Gratz et al.,
2013b). D: Another DNA repair mechanism that can be used in combination with
the CRISPR/Cas9 method is Homologous Recombination (HR). Providing a plas-
mid containing homologous sequences to the target DNA outside the gRNA/Cas9
binding sites will integrate the DNA sequences in between the homology arms on
the plasmid at that specific genomic location, substituting the sequences in between
the gRNA/Cas9 binding on the genome. This way a positive selection is feasible
(in the case illustrated, transformands would have red fluorescent eyes). Modified
from (Gratz et al., 2013b). E: Legend for panels (C) and (D). Modified from (Gratz
et al., 2013b).
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Aims of the project

DNA fragments can have di↵erent characteristics when studied at their natural

position or in transgenes. Many studies analyzed Mcp sequences in transgenes.

Before my studies no precise Mcp analysis was possible at the endogenous locus

in the BX-C due to technical restrictions. We therefore aimed at studying the

boundary element Mcp in the endogenous location.

To allow such a precise analysis, I established two phiC31 integrase dependent

landing sites into the endogenous Mcp genomic location. The DNA homologous

recombination repair mechanism used to generate these landing sites induced two

separate deletions in the endogenous Mcp genomic region. The landing sites can

be used to reintroduce modified boundary sequences which can be studied in

the background of two di↵erent Mcp region deletions. My re-entry experiments

allowed the precise dissection of known regulatory elements (like the insulator

and PRE function) and the discovery of yet unknown elements in the region of

the Mcp boundary.

Furthermore, bigger and clean DNA deletions allow more convenient genetic

studies in Drosophila. Therefore, I established fly strains containing several dele-

tions in the region, making use of the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to induce DNA

double strand breaks and the cellular NHEJ DNA repair mechanism. Those dele-

tions were used to screen for phenotypes caused by deletions in the wider Mcp

genomic region in the BX-C.
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Results

3.1 PAPER MANUSCRIPT: From Blackbox to
regulatory logic: in situ dissection of the
boundary element Miscadestral pigmenta-

tion in the Bithorax complex of Drosophila

melanogaster

Mario A. Metzler, Dimitri Bieli, Stefan Harmansa, Markus A↵olter, Martin

Müller

Author contributions at the time of thesis submission: MAM and MM planned and

carried out the experiments. MAM and MM wrote the manuscript.

3.1.1 Introduction

Hox genes in Drosophila melanogaster pattern the body along the anterior/

posterior axis and are subdivided into two complexes: 1) the Antennapedia com-

plex is responsible to establish the identity of the most anterior segments until

thoracic segment 2 (T2) and 2) the Bithorax complex (BX-C) is responsible to

assign the identity of segments T3 to abdominal segment 8 (A8). The tran-

scriptional regulation of Hox genes in Drosophila melanogaster has been studied

extensively and is known to be highly complex (Duncan, 2002; Lewis, 1978). In-

deed, the contribution of many di↵erent cis-regulatory elements is required for

the correct expression pattern of Hox gene transcripts throughout development.
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3.1 PAPER MANUSCRIPT: From Blackbox to regulatory logic: in

situ dissection of the boundary element Miscadestral pigmentation

in the Bithorax complex of Drosophila melanogaster

In the fly abdomen the segmental identity is controlled by three genes belong-

ing to the Bithorax Complex (BX-C): Ultrabithorax (Ubx ), abdominal-A (abd-A),

and Abdominal-B (Abd-B). Ubx is responsible for the properties of the first ab-

dominal segment (A1, and thoracic segment 3), abd-A for A2 to A4, and Abd-B

for A5 to A8. It was shown that mutations in those three genes can lead to

transformations of one segment into another. Such homeotic mutations led to

the characterization of several distinctive cis-regulatory elements: 1) initiator

elements, 2) tissue-specific enhancers, 3) boundary elements, and 4) Polycomb

Response Elements (PRE) (Maeda and Karch, 2006). To understand how gene

transcription is controlled in each abdominal segment, the analysis of the inter-

play between di↵erent cis-regulatory elements is crucial.

The transcription of Abd-B in the posterior-most abdominal segments of the

adult fly is associated with regulatory regions iab-5 to iab-8 (Figure 3.1 A).

Each of those regions contains an initiator element: an early enhancer that inte-

grates the input of gap genes (Qian et al., 1991; Shimell et al., 2000), pair-rule

genes (Müller and Bienz, 1992), and segment-polarity genes (Maćıas et al., 1994;

Mann, 1994). Each initiator element has a sharp anterior activity limit which cor-

responds to a parasegmental (PS) border. For example, iab-5 initiator element

activity starts in PS10 and extends all the way to the posterior end. The next

iab regulatory element on the chromosome is iab-6. It becomes active in PS11.

As revealed by anti-Abd-B antibody staining in late embryos, Abd-B expression

levels in PS10 and PS11 are clearly di↵erent (Busturia and Bienz, 1993; Simon

et al., 1990). Thus, through this delimitation of initiator element activity, the

expression levels of Abd-B are precisely controlled parasegment by parasegment.

Limiting gene regulation to just those early enhancers rise an important prob-

lem: a single gene is controlled by multiple initiator elements active in di↵erent

parasegments and cross-talk between those initiator elements has to be prevented.

It is known now that boundary elements are responsible to keep the iab regions in-

sulated from each other. Within the Abd-B domain the corresponding boundary

elements are called Mcp, Fab-6, Fab-7 and Fab-8 (Figure 3.1 A). Mcp separates

iab-4 from iab-5, Fab-6 separates iab-5 from iab-6, and so forth. Evidence for

the existence of boundary elements was obtained from the molecular analysis of

a peculiar class of Abd-B alleles. These were Abd-B gain-of-function alleles which
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expanded the activity of the Abd-B gene by exactly one parasegment. Those

alleles turned out to represent small deletions between two neighboring iab re-

gions. As a result, the deletion of a Abd-B boundary leads to the fusion of two iab

regions. In the new fused region, both parasegments acquire the identity of the

posterior parasegment (Barges et al., 2000; Gyurkovics et al., 1990; Karch et al.,

1994; Mihaly et al., 1997, 1998). The correct arrangement of initiator elements

and boundaries is therefore crucial for precise developmental gene regulation.

Over the last twenty years, several studies have shown that within the realms

of the Abd-B gene, boundary elements are always flanked by a Polycomb Response

Element (PRE) (Maeda and Karch, 2015). PREs are DNA sequences that enable

binding of Polycomb protein complexes (Müller and Kassis, 2006). Polycomb

proteins are responsible to mediate specific histone modifications that silence

chromatin (Ringrose and Paro, 2004). A very elegant study recently demon-

strated that silenced chromatin is established according to the position along the

anterior/posterior axis of the animal: more anterior tissues have more extended

silenced chromatin in the BX-C region compared to more posterior tissues. The

regions that are not silenced coincide with active initiators in the observed tissues

(Bowman et al., 2014). These findings corroborate the predictions made by the

“open for business” model formulated almost thirty years ago by Peifer et al.

(1987). The model states that iab regulatory regions are becoming active one af-

ter the other from parasegment to parasegment along the anterior/posterior axis

of the animal. Importantly, the model also posits that the demarcation between

active and silenced chromatin always coincides with the position of a boundary

element (Peifer and Bender, 1986; Maeda and Karch, 2015).

The interplay between boundary, PRE and the associated initiator element

has best been studied in the Frontabdominal-7 (Fab-7 ) boundary in the BX-

C region. The Fab-7 boundary is flanked by a PRE in close proximity in the

iab-7 region (Mishra et al., 2001) and is separating the iab-6 (PS11) and iab-

7 (PS12) regions. In wild-type conditions Abd-B expression is lower in PS11

compared to PS12. Removal of the Fab-7 boundary element/PRE pair in Fab-71

flies (referred to as class I Fab-7 alleles) leads to a fusion of the iab-6 (responsible

for PS11) and iab-7 regions. This fusion leads to a uniform expression of Abd-

B in PS11 and PS12. Phenotypically this leads to the transformation of adult
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segment A6 into A7 (Mihaly et al., 1997). More precise deletions in the Fab-

7 region lead to two other classes of alleles: class II alleles correspond to a

deletion of the Fab-7 boundary element only. This leads to a partial A6 to A7

transformation of tergites (an Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype) and ectopic

sternite bristles in A6 (transformation of A6 into A5, an Abd-B loss-of-function

phenotype). This phenotype can be either pushed towards a stronger gain-of-

function phenotype in a Polycomb mutant background or towards a stronger loss-

of-function in a Trithorax (proteins responsible for epigenetic modifications that

lead to an activated chromatin state) mutant background. Class III deletions,

which remove only the PRE, do not give any altered phenotype (Mihaly et al.,

1997).

In further studies, the Fab-7 boundary was shown to interact with the Abd-B

promoter both at the endogenous locus and in transgenic assays (Cléard et al.,

2006; Kyrchanova et al., 2011). This suggests that boundaries physically interact

with the promoter and therefore subdivide the chromatin into loops.

For interactions between boundaries and initiator elements, studies on the

iab-6 initiator and Fab-6 boundary were informative. A deletion of the iab-6

initiator leads to an Abd-B loss-of-function phenotype (sternite A6 transformed

into sternite A5). Instead, deletion of the Fab-6 boundary gives rise to an Abd-

B gain-of-function phenotype (sternite A5 transformed into sternite A6). When

both the initiator and the boundary are deleted, this leads to a complete loss of

function (visible in tergites and sternites) in A5 and A6, since both of the segments

are transformed towards A4 identity. This represents a somehow surprising result,

as the iab-5 initiator element is not deleted, and therefore the phenotype in the

adult cuticle is not in line with the “open for business” model. In the embryonic

ventral nerve cord the model still holds: activity in PS10 is not altered, while

PS11 acquires a PS10 identity because of the lack of the iab-6 initiator element.

The authors explain this discrepancy with a possible deletion in the iab-5 region

of an adult cuticle enhancer (Iampietro et al., 2010).

These elegant in situ studies on Fab-7 and Fab-6 gave insight into the nature

of boundaries and PREs in the Abd-B region and how they separate cis-regulatory

elements of the same gene. Miscadestral pigmentation (Mcp), the boundary that

separates the abd-A and Abd-B genes, can give insights into how entire gene loci
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are insulated from each other. Mcp separates the initiator element regions iab-4

and iab-5 and thus the regulatory regions of the genes abd-A and Abd-B (Celniker

et al., 1990).

Classical Mcp deletion alleles were able to restrict the Mcp region to around

400 base pairs (bp) (Karch et al., 1994). Furthermore, transgenic assays have

revealed that Mcp is similarly organized as the Fab-6 and Fab-7 regions: a

boundary element abuts the iab-4 regulatory region and is closely linked to a

PRE on its iab-5 side. Some of the hallmarks attributed to the Mcp region are

described below: 1) Two Mcp elements can pair in trans over large distances,

meaning that distant genetic loci can be brought into physical vicinity (Müller

et al., 1999; Vazquez et al., 2006). 2) When interposed between an enhancer and

its promoter, Mcp can act as an enhancer blocker (Gruzdeva et al., 2005; Gohl

et al., 2008). Gruzdeva et al. found that this function is contained within the

boundary element of Mcp. 3) Mcp can control the stable expression of BX-C

enhancers throughout development via its PRE (Busturia et al., 2001). This ac-

tivity is contained within a 140bp fragment that contains GAF and Pho binding

sites.

Further transgenic studies have indicated that the orientation of the Mcp

boundary is important for correct chromatin-chromatin interactions (Kyrchanova

et al., 2007) and that this long-distance interaction function is mediated by the

boundary and not the PRE (Li et al., 2011). The establishment of such long-

distance interactions between boundaries is thought to facilitate the interaction

between distant enhancers and promoters (Gruzdeva et al., 2005). All these

results indicate the importance of the boundary element and the PRE for the

correct function of the Mcp region in regulating Abd-B expression. ChIP experi-

ments have shown that the boundary part of Mcp is a target of CTCF, a known

boundary element protein conserved up to humans (Holohan et al., 2007; Smith

et al., 2009).

Further indications that CTCF and Polycomb group proteins play an impor-

tant role in the function of the boundary element and PRE comes from phe-

notypes of CTCF and Polycomb group protein alleles. Animals heterozygous

for several Polycomb Group Protein alleles show a partial transformation of the

fourth abdominal segment into the fifth, mimicking a Mcp deletion (Bornemann
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et al., 1998). Furthermore, combinations of Pho alleles give mixed Mcp/Fab-7

phenotypes (A4 to A5, and A6 to A7 transformations) (Girton and Jeon, 1994).

Similarly, CTCF alleles show black pigmentation in A4 male tergites, indication

of a partial A4 to A5 transformation (Mohan et al., 2007).

Until now, in situ studies in the Mcp genomic locus similar to the ones car-

ried out in the Fab-7 region have not been undertaken. Furthermore, all current

endogenous deletions in the Mcp region remove both the boundary and the PRE,

thus it has not been possible to separately analyze these cis-regulatory elements.

To understand the logic of cis-regulatory elements at gene boundaries, we estab-

lished several tools to study the function of the Mcp boundary in great detail at

the endogenous locus.

In this work, we introduced a phiC31-integrase dependent landing site at

the Mcp locus that was used to dissect the locus and identify the di↵erent cis-

regulatory units. Furthermore, we made use of the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to

create new deletions in the locus.

Our analysis of the Mcp boundary region confirms that the boundary region

and the PRE contribute to Mcp function. But to our surprise, the phenotype

associated with the boundary/PRE deletion di↵ers from the one described for the

classical Mcp alleles. Those alleles show a transformation of A4 into A5. With

our tailored deletions, we also observe a change of identity in A3. This segment

acquires black pigment and thus A5 identity.

Finally, we suggest a model of how the di↵erent cis-regulatory elements in-

teract at the boundary between the abd-A and Abd-B gene. This model is able

to explain the phenotypes that were described in our studies.

3.1.2 Materials and Methods

Stocks used in this study

Flies were grown on standard cornmeal agar. McpB116 and y w;DfP9/DpP5,Sb

flies were a gift from François Karch. y w vas-Cas9 (Gratz et al., 2014), w1118,

w; Xa/(CyO;TM3), and y w flies were obtained from Bloomington Drosophila

Stock Center. y w;S110501/TM6C flies were obtained from the Szeged stock
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center. Mcp1/TM6C flies were a gift from Ana Busturia. y w M{vas-int.Dm}zh-
2A , a stock producing phiC31-integrase under the control of the vasa promoter,

and insertion platform M{3xP3-RFP. attP}zh-86Fb were obtained from Johannes

Bischof (Bischof et al., 2007). apc1.4b is described in (Bieli et al., 2015a).

Fly DNA injections were carried out according to standard protocols (Spradling

and Rubin, 1982; Bateman et al., 2006; Bischof et al., 2007).

Generation of CRISPR/Cas9 induced deletions

gRNAs were cloned as described in (Gratz et al., 2014). We injected pairs of

gRNA binding to flanking sequences to the DNA that was aimed to be deleted

into vas-Cas9 embryos. Survivors were crossed with w1118 flies and the progeny

screened for the dominant change in abdominal pigmentation associated with

Mcp deletions in adult males. The isolated transformands were crossed with w;

apXa/(CyO;TM3) to establish balanced stocks.

For the generation of the McpMM1 following gRNA guide sequences were used:

gctggcttttacagcatttc and gctttgttacccctgaaaat. For McpMM3: gaaagtcgggtctg-

caaata and gctttgttacccctgaaaat. ForMcpMM4: gctggcttttacagcatttc and gaatggggc-

catttgtgtat. For McpMM5: gctttgttacccctgaaaat and gcaccgtgggcccagtaatt.

Deletions were verified by PCR and sequencing.

Generation of CRISPR/Cas9 induced homologous recom-
bination and establishment of a Mcp phiC31-integrase de-
pendent landing site

The backbone for the recombination plasmid was designed in silico containing fol-

lowing elements: MCS5-attP-3xP3-EGFP-SV40poly(A)-attP-FRT-MCS3. This

construct was synthesised and inserted in a pUC57 vector at Genewiz. The two

multiple cloning sites (MCS5 and MCS3) were used to clone homology arms into

the vector.

Homology arms were cloned from y w flies genomic DNA using the follow-

ing primers: CCTGCCGACTGAACGAATGC and ACGCCCTGATCCCGAT-

ACACATAC for the proximal arm (iab-4 region), GCGTTTGTGTGGGTAG-
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TAAATGTATC and AAAGGCCAACAAAGAACACATGGACG for the distal

arm (iab-5 region).

The recombination plasmid was injected into vas-Cas9 flies with two gRNAs

containing the following guides: gctggcttttacagcatttc and gctttgttacccctgaaaat.

These gRNAs are identical to the ones used for the creation of McpMM1. Concen-

trations used according to (Gratz et al., 2014).

The described strategy leads to a small duplication on the iab-5 side when re-

entry plasmids are injected (see Figure 3.7). However, this duplication does not

lead to a phenotype when the wild-type m0 construct is injected. The duplication

is removed with the m14 deletion construct and does not lead to a phenotype

either.

Successful homologous recombination events were isolated by screening for

EGFP expression in larvae. The insertion was confirmed by PCR and sequenc-

ing. It is referred to as McpattP. A balanced stock (y w M{vas-int.Dm}zh-
2A;McpattP/TM3,Sb) was established using a y w M{vas-int.Dm}zh-2A;Dr Mio/TM3,Sb

stock. Because of poor survival rates in injection experiments, the McpattP chro-

mosome was combined withDpP5,Sb and stock y w M{vas-int.Dm}zh-2A;McpattP/DpP5,Sb

was established. It was used for the injection of the re-entry plasmids described

below.

Cloning and injections of re-entry plasmids

Constructs for phiC31-integrase mediated transgenesis were generated based on

plasmid piB-LLFY(BI) (Bieli et al., 2015a). This plasmid contains a mini-yellow

marker which is used to select transformands. Re-entry DNA fragments were

either generated by PCR mutagenesis or DNA synthesis (ATG:biosynthetics and

Genewiz).

Transgenic lines for the various re-entry plasmids were obtained for docking

sites apc1.4b, apc2.73c and McpattP. The mini-yellow marker can be deleted from

McpattP transgene insertions by Flp treatment.
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Immunostaining

Embryos were prepared and stained using standard procedures. The primary

antibodies used were: 1:10 anti-ABD-B (mouse, 1A2E9) from Developmental

Studies Hybridoma Bank and 1:500 anti-engrailed (rabbit, d-300, sc-28640) from

Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

Wing disc staining were done according to (Bieli et al., 2015b).

Abdominal cuticle preparation

Flies were fixed overnight in 70% EtOH/30% glycerol. Subsequently, abdomens

were removed from the carcass and cut along the dorsal midline with a razor blade.

The cut abdomens were incubated for 20 minutes in 10% KOH. Afterwards, the

abdominal cuticles were positioned on a slide outside up and covered with a cover

slip. The prep was incubated at 60°C for four hours. After incubation the cover

slip was washed away in a beaker glass filled with distilled water. Abdominal

cuticle were mounted in Hoyer’s mounting medium.

3.1.3 Results

CRISPR/Cas9 induced deletions in the Mcp locus reveal
an unknown function distally from the Mcp boundary

The Mcp boundary was previously delimited in the endogenous locus by mainly

two deletions: the Mcp1 deletion removes around 3400bp, while the McpB116

deletion removes a region of around 850bp (Karch et al. (1994), Figure 3.1 B).

Both of these deletions remove the boundary element and the PRE.

In order to delimit the Mcp boundary element/PRE pair in a more precise

way than previously possible, we made use of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to create

precise deletions. First, we induced a deletion called McpMM4 that removes a sim-

ilar stretch of DNA as the Mcp1 deletion. McpMM4 shows the same phenotype as

Mcp1 (A4 to A5 transformation) and therefore phenocopies this classical deletion

(Figure 3.1 B,C).

Next, we established two deletions that remove only the core element of the

boundary/PRE pair as previously defined in transgenic studies. The relevant
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sequences are localized between the SalI and XbaI restriction sites. In McpMM1,

the entire 0.8kb region between the SalI and XbaI sites is deleted. McpMM3 shares

the same distal break point with McpMM1 but its proximal break is located just to

the left of the boundary element and deletes 525bp (Figure 3.1 B). Inspection

of the abdomen of homozygous male adults revealed an unexpected result. Not

only was there black pigment in A4, but also most of the A3 tergite was black

(Figure 3.1 C). This phenotype was not expected as, according to the current

models, a deletion of a boundary should give a gain of function in only one

more anterior segment (as seen previously with deletion McpMM4). A3 to A5

tergite transformations were previously described for Abd-BSab alleles. They are

associated with a base pair change in a Krüppel binding site of the iab-5 initiator

element (Ho et al., 2009). We found no such mutation in any of our new Mcp

alleles (data not shown).

It has previously been noticed that hemizygosity for the BX-C (DfP9/+) can

produce in males visible subtle haplo-insu�ciency e↵ects. These include white

spots in A5, occasional bristles on the sixth sternite and patchy pigmentation

on the A4 tergite (Karch et al. (1985), see also Figure 3.1 C). The latter phe-

notype suggests that the activity of the Mcp boundary region could be pairing

dependent. Therefore, we wished to analyze the phenotypes of various Mcp alle-

les in hemizygous conditions. The phenotypes of Mcp1/DfP9 and McpMM4/DfP9

males remained similar to those of homozygous siblings (compare top and bottom

pictures in Figure 3.1 C). Significant changes were detected for McpMM1/DfP9

and McpMM3/DfP9, where the patchy black pigmentation in A3 was enhanced

to an almost complete transformation of A3 into A5. Interestingly, conspicuous

patches of black pigment were also detected on the tergite A3 of McpB116/DfP9

males.

Comparison of the breakpoints of McpMM1 and Mcp1 shows that the two dele-

tions di↵er distally to the PRE, while their proximal break points are virtually

equal. Therefore, we established a deletion that started at the distal breakpoint

of McpMM1 and extended for 4.9kb into the iab-5 region. Importantly, this dele-

tion does not a↵ect the iab-5 initiator element (see iab5MM5 in Figure 3.1 B).

Homozygous and hemizygous males display an iab-5 loss-of-function phenotype:

unpigmented patches are scattered across the A5 tergite. Thus, we refer to this
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allele as iab5MM5 (Figure 3.1 C). This result suggests that the Mcp1 deletion

a↵ects more regulatory elements than just the core boundary/PRE pair. The loss

of function associated with the iab5MM5 deletion leads to the speculation that this

allele may uncover a tissue specific enhancer active in tissues giving rise to the

A5 tergite.

All alleles discussed so far should be caused by a di↵erential expression of Abd-

B. Therefore, we visualized Abd-B expression by anti-Abd-B antibody staining

and imaged the ventral nerve cord. In wild-type embryos, Abd-B expression was

very strong in the most posterior segment (PS14) and became fainter stepwise

parasegment by parasegment until PS10. Homozygous McpMM1 and McpMM4

both show an expanded Abd-B expression until PS9, while iab5MM5 does not

show a discernible di↵erence from wild-type. Interestingly, McpMM1 does not

show additional signal in PS8. PS8 corresponds to A3 in adult males, and tergite

Figure 3.1 (following page): Dissection of the endogenous Mcp locus
using CRIPSR/Cas9 with non homologous end joining - A: Illustration of
the BX-C genomic locus in Drosophila melanogaster. Black boxes represent the
coding regions of Ubx and abd-A. Abd-B coding sequences are marked with a light
red box. Promoters are marked with black arrows. Above the black line the reg-
ulatory regions and their corresponding adult segments are connected by dotted
lines. Segments controlled by Abd-B are highlighted in light red. Below the black
line representing the BX-C, boundaries from the Abd-B region are marked with
orange lines. B: The black line at the top represents a chromosomal stretch of
the iab-4/iab-5 region. On its left, the SalI and XbaI sites demarcate a fragment
containing the Mcp boundary (blue box) and the Mcp PRE (red box). The lo-
cation of the iab-5 initiator is illustrated as a black outlined box. Below, black
interrupted lines indicate the location and size (indicated in kilobases above the
proximal breakpoint) of deletions in the Mcp locus. Mcp1 and McpB116 are two
classical Mcp deletions while the other deletions are newly CRISPR/Cas9 induced
deletions (McpMM1, McpMM3, McpMM4 and iab5MM5). C: Cuticle preps of homozy-
gous (first row) or hemizygous (second row, we used DfP9 as a deficiency that
removes all three BX-C genes) male adult flies corresponding to the deletions de-
picted in panel (B). D: Abd-B expression in embryonic ventral nerve cord. Abd-B
expression in white, engrailed expression in red. The anterior engrailed expression
boundary delimits parasegmental borders. Parasegments showing Abd-B expres-
sion are marked with a number. Scale bar equals 50µm.
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A3 is clearly transformed in adult McpMM1 males (Figure 3.1 D).

Establishment of a phiC31 integrase dependent landing site
in the Mcp locus

In order to dissect the endogenous Mcp boundary in greater detail, we en-

gineered the Mcp locus using CRISPR/Cas9-induced homologous recombina-

tion. We wished to introduce a McpMM1-like deletion and replace it with two

phiC31-integrase dependent landing sites for Recombination-Mediated-Cassette-

Exchange (RMCE, (Bateman et al., 2006)). Towards that end, we designed a

plasmid containing homology arms from the Mcp region (around 4kb in length)

flanking an attP cassette containing an EGFP coding sequence driven by an 3x3P

enhancer. Upon integration of the RMCE-target cassette, a 789bp Mcp sequence

was deleted. This sequence corresponds to the SalI-XbaI fragment and contains

the boundary element/PRE pair. To remove the mini-yellow injection marker of

the re-entry constructs, an FRT site was inserted on the iab-5 side of the RMCE

cassette (Figure 3.2 A,B).

We planned to identify flies with a homologous recombination event using the

activity of 3x3P-EGFP reporter. Thus, successfully transformed flies should have

EGFP expression in their eyes. No such flies could be found. However, we were

able to isolate correct insertions thanks to EGFP expression in the abdominal

segments of larvae (Figure 3.2 C). We conclude that the EGFP cassette acts

as an enhancer trap in the BX-C, but is silenced in eye tissues. Integration was

verified using primers p1, p2, p3 and p4 (Figure 3.2 B) by PCR (Figure 3.2

D) and sequencing (data not shown).

After integration of re-entry constructs into the McpattP landing site, the yel-

low injection marker can be removed by Flipase treatment (Figure 3.2 E).

Furthermore, the re-entry Mcp fragment is flanked by LoxP sites and can thus

be removed by Cre-recombinase treatment.

As expected, homozygous McpattP males (landing site illustrated in Figure

3.2 B) give a strong Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype reminiscent of that de-

scribed for McpMM1: tergite A4 is completely and A3 incompletely pigmented

(Figure 3.2 F). Re-insertion of the wild type Mcp sequence gives a complete
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rescue of this phenotype. Derivatives of Mcpm0y+ were obtained by step-wise

Flp and Cre treatments. Removal of the mini-yellow reporter (referred to as

Mcpm0�y+) does not a↵ect the abdominal pigmentation pattern of homozygous

males: it remains as in wild type flies. In contrast, deletion of the 0.8kb SalI-

XbaI fragment (Mcp�m0) again reconstitutes the strong Abd-B gain-of-function

phenotype, irrespective of the presence of the mini-yellow transformation marker

(y+�m0 and �m0�y+ in Figure 3.1 F).

Dissection of the Mcp boundary and PRE at the endoge-
nous locus in the BX-C

We wished to identify relevant DNA sequences within the SalI-XbaI fragment

of the Mcp region. Therefore, a collection of overlapping small deletions within

that fragment was constructed. The mutated DNA fragments were brought back

into the piB-LLFY plasmid for RMCE at the McpattP docking site. Design of

the deletions was aided by in silico detection of protein binding sites within

Figure 3.2 (following page): Establishment of the phiC31 integrase de-
pendent landing site in the endogenous Mcp locus - A: CRISPR/Cas9
induced homologous recombination at the Mcp locus. In blue a representation of
the homology donor plasmid, in black the Mcp region on the third chromosome.
Homologous sequences are marked as dotted lines. The cutting sites of gRNA-Cas9
are indicated by red triangles. The deleted Mcp sequence is illustrated in purple.
An EGFP cassette controlled by the 3x3P enhancer is inserted instead. The EGFP
cassette is flanked by attP sites. On the right, the attP site is abutted by an FRT
site. B: Illustration of the Mcp region on the third chromosome after homologous
recombination. Primers used for verification by PCR are indicated. C: Expression
of EGFP in third instar larvae carrying the landing site. D: Genotyping of landing
site carrying flies using primers indicated in (B). E: Re-entry in the Mcp landing
site. The 3x3P-EGFP is replaced with a cassette containing di↵erent Mcp frag-
ments (flanked by LoxP sites for excision, not shown in figure). The mini-yellow
reporter is used as an injection marker. The final configuration leaves one attR and
an FRT site plus the inserted construct. F: Abdominal pigmentation phenotypes
of the wild-type (m0 ) re-entry construct. Both the Mcp fragment and the yellow
injection marker can be independently removed. When m0 is floxed out, presence
or absence of mini-yellow does not significantly modify these two phenotypes.
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the 0.8kb SalI-XbaI fragment. First, previously mapped binding sites for GAF

and Pho (Busturia et al., 2001) as well as for Pita (Zolotarev et al., 2016) are

indicated in Figure 3.3 B. The GAF and Pho sites constitute the relevant DNA

elements for the PRE function in transgenic assays. Pita is a boundary associated

protein described by (Zolotarev et al., 2016). Second, JASPAR database and

tools (Mathelier et al., 2016) were used to map binding sites for insulator binding

proteins of Drosophila melanogaster : Zeste, BEAF-32 , Su(Hw), Trl, CTCF.

Zw5 and DspI have no weight matrixes for DNA binding a�nity in the JASPAR

database.

Re-entry events were isolated with the help of the mini-yellow marker for

nine overlapping deletion plasmids. Correct orientation of the RMCE insert was

verified by PCR. The mini-yellow marker was removed by Flp-treatment and

homozygous stocks were established. As described above, the wild-type SalI-XbaI

fragment (m0 ) suppresses the gain-of-function phenotype observed in McpattP

males and essentially restores wild-type pigmentation. Similar observations were

obtained for Mcpm8, Mcpm9, Mcpm2, Mcpm10, Mcpm12 and Mcpm14 stocks. The

Abd-B gain of function phenotype was retained only in two of the nine deletions.

Mcpm6 and Mcpm11 males display patchy pigmentation on tergite A4 but not A3.

This phenotype is enhanced in hemizygous males in which A4 is now completely

pigmented. The gain-of-function phenotype is even stronger in Mcpm13 males.

There, homozygous males have a complete A4 to A5 transformation, and black

spots can also be seen on A3. This phenotype is somewhat enhanced in hemzygous

males.

These observations highlight the importance of a 41bp interval containing

a putative CTCF binding site (deleted in Mcpm6), a 93bp interval deleted by

Mcpm11, and of a 82bp interval containing four Pho binding sites (deleted in

Mcpm13) for proper Mcp function at the endogenous locus. Deletions Mcpm6 and

Mcpm11 are located in the boundary element, deletion Mcpm13 removes part of

the PRE. It therefore appeared conceivable that a 253bp fragment extending

from the left of Mcpm6 to the right of Mcpm13 could be su�cient to substitute

for the entire 0.8kb SalI-XbaI fragment. A corresponding transgenic line was

established and the mini-yellow marker deleted. Its phenotype was analyzed in

adult homozygous males. Mcpm253 completely rescues the Mcp phenotype (data
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not shown, see Figure 3.7 for breakpoints). This observation reinforces the

conclusion that all information for Mcp function is contained in a short stretch

of DNA separating iab-4 from iab-5.

The phenotypes observed in Mcpm6 and Mcpm13 are an indication of incorrect

Abd-B expression. Therefore, we stained late homozygous embryos carrying the

m0, m6 and m13 re-entry constructs with Abd-B and engrailed (en, used to mark

parasegmental boundaries. The anterior en expression boundary corresponds to

the anterior parasegment boundary) antibodies and imaged their ventral nerve

cord (VNC). As expected,Mcpm0/Mcpm0 embryos show Abd-B expression in PS10

to PS14, indistinguishable from wild-type (compare Figure 3.1 D and Figure

3.3 E). Mcpm6/Mcpm6 embryos show a gain of function phenotype: in addition

to Abd-B expression from PS10 to PS14, they show also weak Abd-B expression

in PS9. This weak expression resembles the phenotype observed in complete Mcp

deletions (like McpMM1, compare Figure 3.1 D and Figure 3.3 E). Surprisingly,

deletion of the PRE (Mcpm13/Mcpm13) does not show any evident gain of function

phenotype as there is no signal in PS9 (Figure 3.3 D).

Figure 3.3 (following page): Deletions in the endogenous Mcp boundary
and PRE - A: Classification for male adult abdominal pigmentation. Wild-type
flies have a class P5 abdominal pigmentation. B: The solid black line depicts the
Mcp boundary/PRE region, above the line are the five Pho and one Trl (GAGA
factor) binding site analyzed in (Busturia et al. 2001) and the predicted binding
for Pita according to (Zolotarev et al., 2016). Below the black line the positions of
JASPAR hits for insulator proteins are depicted (Mathelier et al. 2016). C: The
interrupted black lines illustrate the position and size of re-entry deletion constructs
(compared to panel B), to the left the name of the deletion and to the right the
phenotype in pigmentation pattern and abdominal pigmentation class introduced
in panel (A). Mcpm0 is the wild-type re-entry. D: Cuticle prep of re-entry deletions
showing relevant phenotypes, Mcpm6 removes one of the two predicted CTCF sites,
and Mcpm13 is a deletion in the PRE region removing 4 Pho sites. E: Staining
against Abd-B and En in embryonal ventral nerve cord of homozygous embryos.
Abd-B antibody signal in white, Engrailed antibody signal in red. En signal was
used to delimit parasegments. Parasegments are numbered. Parasegments showing
Abd-B expression are marked with a number. Scale bar 50µm.
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Long distance interaction assays in the apterous region

Numerous studies have provided evidence that the protein CTCF plays an im-

portant role in genome organization (Herold et al., 2012). It is thought that

distant DNA fragments containing CTCF binding sites can be brought into close

proximity, and thereby forming looped structures. Such chromatin looping might

for example juxtapose distant tissue-specific enhancers to their target promoter.

In the previous section, we have presented genetic evidence that CTCF could

also play a role for Mcp function: the Mcpm6 allele deletes part of the Mcp

boundary including a putative CTCF binding site and causes an Abd-B gain-of-

function phenotype. A previous study has reported that the boundary part of

Mcp, and not the PRE, is mediating physical interaction between Mcp elements

placed on distant transposable elements (Li et al., 2011). We wished to re-evaluate

these findings with our set of overlapping deletions. The genetic assay system to

test their potential to interact in trans with a distant Mcp-containing transgene

is described below.

The long distance interaction assay consists of two transgene components (see

Figure 3.4 B): 1) A phiC31-integrase docking site for RMCE was previously

established in the apterous (ap) locus (see Figure 3.4 A, Bieli et al. (2015a)). It

can be used to establish transgenes containing our set ofMcp deletions. Insertions

are identified through the mini-yellow marker. A mini-white reporter (apMM-Mcp)

inserted at the identical genomic position was previously shown to be dominantly

silenced, presumably due to the neighboring ap PRE (Gohl et al., 2008). 2) The

apMM-Mcp transgene was exposed to a P-element transposase source and several

new insertion were isolated on chromosome 2. One of them, 17.1A*, is inserted at

position 2R: 6,220,525 (R6.13), about 500kb distal to the ap locus. Heterozygous

17.1A*/+ males have uniform orange-brown eye color, their homozygous siblings

develop a yellowish and variegating eye pigmentation. Hence, the gene dosage-

dependence normally seen for mini-white reporters is not observed for the 17.1A*

insert. This phenomenon has been reported for many PRE and mini-white con-

taining transgene constructs and is known as PRE-mediated pairing-dependent

silencing of mini-white (reviewed by Kassis (2002)). It is this unusual behavior of

mini-white which is used in our assay to score boundary-boundary interactions.
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For PREs, pairing-dependent mini-white silencing is only seen for homozygous

inserts (T1/T1) but not for trans-heterozygots (T1 +/+ T2). In the latter case,

mini-white expression is again dosage dependent. The situation can change when

T1 and T2 also contain a boundary element. In this case, boundary elements

on T1 and T2 can interact and juxtapose the two PREs, thereby again inducing

PRE-dependent mini-white silencing (see Figure 3.4 B). Since our 0.8kb Mcp

fragment contains a boundary element and a PRE, the long-distance interaction

test can be done with just this fragment.

For the long-distance interaction assay, homozygous 17.1A* virgins were crossed

with yw males (control) or with males carrying our set of Mcp deletions in the

ap locus (see Figure 3.4 C). From the progeny of these crosses, 17.1A*/+ and

17.1A*/apm flies were collected and aged for seven days before their eye color

were compared and scored. The observations are interpreted in the following

way: 1) apm0 contains the wild-type 0.8kb Mcp fragment. 17.1A*/apm0 flies have

clearly lighter eye color than 17.1A*/+ controls (yellow, variegating vs. uniform

orange brown; see Figure 3.4 D). Lighter eye color in trans-heterozygous flies

indicates that the two Mcp elements on apm0 and 17.1A* interact and induce

PRE-mediated mini-white silencing. 2) If 17.1A*/apm flies have similar eye color

as 17.1A*/+ controls, it can be concluded that interaction between the two Mcp

elements is lost and as a consequence also the PRE-pairing dependent silencing

of the mini-white reporter on 17.1A*.

The data for the various Mcp deletions is summarized in Figure 3.4 C and

examples are depicted in Figure 3.4 D. Three classes of interactions could be

found: 1) Mcp fragments m8, m13 and m14 did not interfere with long-distance

interaction, hence their deletions do not remove protein binding sites important

for theMcp-Mcp interaction (data form8 andm14 not shown). 2)Mcp fragments

m9, m2 and m12 in trans to 17.1A* produced eye pigmentation intermediate

between 17.1A*/apm0 and 17.1A*/+ (data not shown). This suggests that their

deletions partially reduce Mcp-Mcp interaction. 3) Mcp fragments m10, m6 and

m11 basically abolish silencing of the mini-white on 17.1A*. It can thus be

assumed that the interaction capability is missing on these Mcp deletions. It

is conceivable that these deletions remove binding sites for proteins involved in

Mcp-mediated long-distance interaction.
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From the genetic data presented in Figure 3.4 C, it is clear that DNA

sequences important for long-distance interaction are spread over the boundary

part of Mcp (with the one exception of m12 showing weak interaction), including

the putative CTCF sites (see Figure 3.3 B). In contrast, deletion of most of

the PRE (apm13) has no e↵ect on Mcp-mediated long-distance interaction. These

observations corroborate the findings of (Li et al., 2011) that it is the boundary

part of Mcp that mediates Mcp-Mcp interactions. This activity might also be of

relevance for intra-BX-C interactions between other boundary elements and/or

the Abd-B promoter.

Conservation of Mcp boundary between Drosophilides

To test the conservation of the boundary function during Drosophila evolution,

we made use of the established landing site in the endogenous Mcp genomic

location. We re-inserted the orthologous sequences from other Drosophila species:

Figure 3.4 (following page): Dissection of Mcp long-distance interaction
function in the apterous locus - A: Insertion apc1.4b in the apterous gene is
marked with a triangle above the black line representing the apterous genomic
region. On the black triangle the two attP sites used for RMCE are marked with
two red arrowheads. The landing site is inserted in close proximity to the ap
PRE. B: Illustration of the long distance interaction assay. The two parallel black
lines represent the two sister chromosomes. The ap region is represented by its
promoter (black arrow on chromosome). Transgenic insertions are marked by a
black triangle. On the left always the ap insertion, on the right the insertions in
17.1A*. 17.1A*/+ flies have orange brown eye color, as no PRE-pairing dependent
silencing is established. +/apm0 flies do not show any eye color, as mini-white is
not present on the transgene. 17.1A*/apmX is the experimental situation, where
the di↵erent Mcp deletion constructs are assayed for their eye color, and therefore
interaction function. C: Representation of Mcp DNA as a black line with base pairs
coordinates, for predicted binding sites see Figure 3.3 B. Mcp deletion constructs
analogous to Figure 3.3 C with activities from the long distance interaction assay
illustrated as green (deletion construct does displays the activity) and red squares
(deletion construct does not display the activity). D: Relevant results from the
long distance interaction assay. In each picture on the left the control eye color
(flies without Mcp insert in ap, only Mcp and mini-white insert 17.1*), on the right
flies with both the inserts (Mcp insert in ap, Mcp and mini-white insert 17.1*).
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Drosophila erecta, Drosophila simulans, and Drosophila pseudoobscura. The first

two are closely related to D. melanogaster, the latter belongs to the obscura group

which diverged from the melanogaster group about 25-30 million years ago. For

all three species, a DNA fragment corresponding to the 0.8kb Mcp fragment

of D. melanogaster was chosen. Over this stretch of DNA, the conservations

are as follows: 83.4% for D. simulans, 70.7% for D. erecta and 34.6% for D.

pseudoobscura (see Figure 3.8). Short conserved sequence stretches are scattered

all over the 0.8kb fragment. In addition, there are two longer conserved DNA

elements. One comprises about 160bp next to the SalI site. Deletion of this region

in Mcpm8 did not have an e↵ect on Mcp function (see Figure 3.3 C). The other

lies at the other end of the fragment, where the Mcp boundary element/PRE pair

is located.

Homozygous stocks could be established for Mcpsim, Mcpere and Mcppse. As

could be expected, Mcpsim and Mcpere yield a complete rescue. Homozygous and

hemizygous males show the typical black pigmentation in A5 and A6, but not

in A4. Mcp function is impaired in Mcppse: patches of black pigment can be

detected on A4 but not A3. This indicates that Mcppse partially rescues the gain-

of-function phenotype of McpattP or McpMM1. When looking for an explanation

for this di↵erence, one has to look at the CTCF and Pho binding sites on these

di↵erent constructs. 1) The CTCF site (CTGGCGCCCCCTATT) is conserved in

Mcpsim and Mcpere, while Mcppse has five base changes (CTGGCGCtCtCTgac).

2) for the Pho sites, one out of four is completely conserved in all three constructs

(the second most distal), while the other three have variations from the consensus

(ATGGC). Those sites in Mcppse are (from the proximal site to the most distal

one): Agaaga, gcGGC, ATGGC and gTGtg. As a following step, it would be

interesting to replace those divergent CTCF and Pho binding sites in the D.

pseudoobscura fragment with the D. melanogaster ones. As a prediction, this

should give a better (if not complete) rescue.

Sequences from relatedDrosophila species seem to work well in theD. melanogaster

Mcp locus. Therefore we used the information about conservation to design a

synthetic Mcp element. We designed a synthetic 0.8kb SalI/XbaI fragment that

includes all the conserved DNA stretches and called it Mcpcons. Sequences that

are not conserved were replaced by random DNA sequences. Care was taken not
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to insert binding sites for known boundary protein binding sites. Somewhat sur-

prisingly, Mcpcons flies are not able to rescue the Mcp phenotype of McpattP at all:

they show an Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype in A4 and A3 (Figure 3.5 A).

We can conclude that 1) the PRE and CTCF sites alone are not su�cient to res-

cue the phenotype and that 2) Even though sequences from other Drosophilides

are fairly di↵erent from the D. melanogaster sequences they give a better rescue

than our synthetic element that is based on the conservation to those species.

E↵ect of boundary orientation

The boundary regions of the Abd-B domain are all organized in the same way:

each boundary element is abutted by a PRE on its distal side. While the boundary

separates neighbouring iab regulatory regions, the PRE is part of the regulatory

landscape of the distal iab. By changing the order of boundary element and PRE

by flipping the 0.8kb SalI-XbaI fragment, the iab-5 PRE is repositioned into iab-4

in Mcprev1 flies. One would predict that this Mcp allele could lead to an Abd-B

gain-of-function phenotype because the iab-5 domain loses the iab-5 PRE. In

fact, segment A4 is transformed into A5 identity.

The apparent loss-of-function in Mcprev1 flies could also be explained by other

reasons. Current models on Abd-B regulation propose that the boundaries of

the Abd-B domain are contacting each other and/or the promoter. It has been

shown in transgene assays that the pairing between boundaries is orientation

dependent (Kyrchanova et al., 2007). Furthermore, in mammals, CTCF binding

site orientation was reported to play a role in genome organization (Zlotorynski,

2015). We therefore decided to investigate the orientation dependence of three

sequences contained within the boundary element/PRE pair of Mcp. Towards

that end, the following fragments were flipped in the context of the 0.8kb SalI-

XbaI interval: 1) The 197bp boundary element in Mcprev2, 2) the 41bp CTCF

site Mcprev3, and 3) the 132bp PRE in Mcprev4 (see Figure 3.5 B,C for results

and Figure 3.7 for coordinates).

Our observations suggest that these DNA fragments are not (or only slightly)

orientation dependent. The abdominal cuticle ofMcprev3 male is indistinguishable

from wild-type. Black patches in the A4 tergite of Mcprev2 and Mcprev4 indicated
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Figure 3.5: Conservation and orientation dependency of the Mcp ele-
ment - A: Re-entry constructs in the endogenous Mcp locus of conserved sequences
from other Drosophilides. Mcp sequences from Drosophila erecta and Drosophila
simulans show a good rescue of the Mcp phenotype. Mcp like sequences from
Drosophila pseudoobscura do show an Abd-B gain of function phenotype (never-
theless, not a complete A4 to A5 transformation). When the conserved Drosophila
melanogaster Mcp sequences are interspaced with random DNA sequences with the
same length of the replaced not conserved original Mcp sequences no rescue is visi-
ble (strong A4 and A3 transformation to A5 identity). All constructs are observed
over DfP9. B: Illustration of the functional units of Mcp and their orientation in
unmodified sequences. C: Adult abdominal phenotypes of re-entry constructs with
reversed elements, all constructs are observed over DfP9. The only way to get a
complete A4 transformation to A5 is when the whole boundary element/PRE pair
is inverted (Mcprev1). Mcprev2 reverses the DNA containing the boundary function
(included the CTCF binding site), phenotypically those flies do not show a strong
Abd-B gain of function. When only the CTCF site is reversed (orange arrow,
Mcprev3) we still do not observe a strong Abd-B gain of function phenotype. When
the PRE is inverted (red arrow, Mcprev4) we observe a slight stronger Abd-B gain
of function phenotype.
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that the orientation of the respective DNA fragment plays a minor role. However,

as those cuticles derive from hemizygous flies, those patches in A4 and the rare loss

of function in A5 might derive from hemizygousity. Furthermore, it is conceivable

that flipping of these DNA fragments could alter the distance between proteins

bound to them and this might create a mild phenotype as observed in Mcprev2

and Mcprev4.

3.1.4 Discussion

Dissection of the Mcp boundary element and PRE in the
endogenous Mcp locus in the BX-C

The study of the boundary element Miscadestral pigmentation (Mcp) in its en-

dogenous genomic location gave us novel insight into gene regulation at the abd-A/

Abd-B boundary.

The previous knowledge about boundaries in the BX-C postulates a gain of

function phenotype in the next adjacent anterior segment upon boundary element

deletion. In the case ofMcp this would correspond to a transformation of segment

A4 into the identity of segment A5. Deletion of the core Mcp region (boundary +

PRE) gives a stronger phenotype than postulated (A5 and A4 transformation).

In contrast, when we deleted just the boundary (and not the PRE) we observed

the postulated phenotype (A5 to A4 transformation, Figure 3.3 D).

The study of the Fab-7 boundary showed that an additional deletion of the

PRE to the boundary will make the gain-of-function phenotype associated with a

boundary element deletion more stable: instead of a mixed gain/loss of function

one would get a full gain-of-function phenotype (Mihaly et al., 1997). In the

endogenous Mcp region we find that a deletion of the boundary/PRE pair not

only gives a stronger A4 to A5 transformation, but an additional A3 to A5 gain-

of-function phenotype as well (Figure 3.1 C). This result is in contradiction

with the phenotype associated with the Mcp1 deletion (Celniker et al., 1990),

which does not show any A3 to A5 gain of function phenotype, even thought the

boundary and the PRE are both deleted. We therefore hypothesized that there

are additional cis-regulatory elements in the region that is deleted in the Mcp1

but not in the McpMM1 allele. The existence of such an element is necessary to
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explain the di↵erence in phenotype between the classical Mcp1 deletion and our

new deletions (McpMM1 and McpMM3) in the core Mcp region (Figure 3.1 B,C).

Indeed, when we deleted a region distal to the Mcp PRE, which removes

sequences deleted in theMcp1 deletion but not in ourMcpMM1 deletion (iab5MM5),

we get a novel phenotype for the Mcp region. The phenotype associated with the

iab5MM5 deletion is an almost complete loss of function phenotype in segment A5

(Figure 3.1 C). This result strongly suggests the presence of a previously not

described regulatory element.

Furthermore, we aimed at assigning the gain of function in A3 and the gain

of function in A4 to short definite DNA sequences. For this purpose, we estab-

lished an attP RMCE landing site replacing the endogenous Mcp locus, leaving

a deletion similar to McpMM1. Mcp re-entry constructs containing di↵erent Mcp

fragments were established and inserted into this landing site. Most of these

constructs rescue the Mcp phenotype. Two deletion constructs give two distinct

phenotypical classes: deletion of the CTCF site gives an A4 gain of function phe-

notype (Figure 3.3 D), while deletion of the PRE gives an A4 and a partial A3

gain of function phenotype (Figure 3.3 D). We conclude that the additional A3

pigmentation derives from missing PRE/TRE activity. Experiments by (Busturia

et al., 2001) have shown that a missing PRE leads to an expanded expression of

enhancers from the BX-C.

Thus, combining the finding that a deletion of the PRE leads to an A3 gain of

function (not predictable by previous models) with the discovery of an additional

regulatory element on the distal side of the Mcp boundary we postulate the

following working model: the newly discovered distal regulatory element is an

enhancer (late iab-5 enhancer, or iab-5L5) that is controlled by the PRE during

development. The absence of PRE activity leads to an expansion of iab-5L5.

Therefore, the dark pigmentation in A4 and A3 in alleles similar to McpMM1 is

not due to a faulty insulator action, but lack of a correct memory function by the

PRE.

In contrast, inhibiting insulator function by the deletion of the CTCF binding

site will lead to a phenotype that is in line with current BX-C models: removal

of the boundary between iab-4 and iab-5 in re-entry construct m6 leads to a
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fusion of such regions and thus results in a one segment gain of function (dark

pigmentation in A4).

Taken together, those results lead to our model on how the Mcp locus is

regulated (Figure 3.6). In a wild type situation the boundary element (with the

CTCF site) is responsible to prevent influence of iab-4 cis-regulatory elements to

the Abd-B region. The putative enhancer iab-5L5 is responsible for correct Abd-B

expression in tissues giving rise to the adult A5 tergite, while kept in check by

the Mcp PRE (Figure 3.6 A).

When the putative enhancer iab-5L5 is removed (iab-5MM5) this leads to an

Abd-B loss-of-function phenotype in tergite A5 as Abd-B is not expressed in those

tissues anymore (Figure 3.6 B).

Removal of the Mcp PRE will lead to an extension of the iab-5MM5 enhancer

activity to tissues giving rise to tergites A4 and A3. Therefore, there is pigmen-

tation in both of these segments (Figure 3.6 C). However, this raises questions

about the phenotype of Mcprev flies. When the PRE is brought to the iab-4 region

no ectopic A3 pigmentation is seen. Thinking along the lines of the “open for

business” model, the PRE should not be able to interact with iab-5 regulatory

elements. Nevertheless, the physical vicinity might still be su�cient for the PRE

to interact with iab-5L5.

Removal of the proper Mcp boundary element (by removal of the CTCF bind-

ing, re-entry constructsm6 andm11 ) will give rise to the classicalMcp phenotype

(Abd-B gain-of-function in A4 but not in A3). This result is in line with the pre-

dicted result, as the removal of the boundary will likely lead to a fusion of the

regions iab-4 and iab-5. Therefore, the enhancer elements present in iab-4 will

now be able to interact with the Abd-B region and this leads to an ectopic Abd-B

expression (Figure 3.6 D).

Removal of the whole Mcp boundary element/PRE pair (McpMM1) leads to

the expansion of the iab-5L5 enhancer activity, additionally the iab-4 and iab-5

regions are fused by the lack of a proper boundary element. As a result one gets

a consistent A4 and A3 Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype (Figure 3.6 E).

The classicalMcp1 deletion would remove all the cis-regulatory elements in the

Mcp region (boundary element, PRE, and enhancer). Therefore, as the putative

enhancer would also be removed, the interference caused to the current Abd-B
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“open for business” model is removed. The regions iab-4 and iab-5 are fused, and

the predicted phenotype (A4 Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype) corresponds to

the observed phenotype (Figure 3.6 F).

Functional dissection of the Mcp boundary element/PRE
pair in the apterous locus

Using the same Mcp SalI-XbaI deletion constructs as in the dissection of the

Mcp element in the endogenous locus, we dissected the long-distance interaction

function contained in the 0.8kb SalI-XbaI Mcp fragment.

We were able to localize the long distance interaction function in the region of

two predicted CTCF binding sites (deletion constructs m10, m6 and m11 ). As

CTCF is known to enable such long distance chromatin-chromatin interactions

Figure 3.6 (following page): Working model of cis-regulatory interplay
at the Mcp locus - Left the description of the alleles, in the middle an illustration
of the Mcp region, on the right an illustration of the activity of di↵erent regulatory
elements on the male adult abdomen and the resulting pigmentation phenotype.
A: Illustration of the wild type condition. iab-4, iab-5, and the span of the region
missing in the Mcp1 deletion are depicted by black lines. Abd-B protein coding
sequence is depicted as a black box and the promoter as a a thin black arrow.
Regulatory regions are depicted as colored squares. In purple an unknown iab-
4 late enhancer, in yellow the insulator function of the boundary containing the
CTCF binding site, in red the PRE and in green the predicted late enhancer in
iab-5. In wild type conditions the insulator will block interaction between the
Abd-B promoter and iab-4 regulatory elements. The late enhancer in iab-5 can
interact with the Abd-B promoter and this signal is kept stable through the Mcp
PRE. B: lack of the iab-5 late enhancer results in the loss of Abd-B activity in A5
and thus lack of pigmentation. C: Loss of the PRE leads to an expansion of the
iab-5 late enhancer activity and thus pigmentation in A3. D: Loss of the insulator
function leads to input on the Abd-B promoter from enhancers in the iab-4 region
and thus pigmentation in A4. E: Loss of both the insulator and PRE functions
leads to a more consistent A4 and A3 gain of function. F: Situation of the Mcp1

deletion. When the insulator, PRE, and enhancer are missing we get a comparable
phenotype to (D). As there is no enhancer to keep in check the PRE function is
not needed, and the enhancers in iab-4 take over. Thus observe a gain of function
phenotype in A4.
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this came as no surprise.

Our work makes a strong argument towards the fact that findings in trans-

gene construct are useful, but might not show the real e↵ects in the endogenous

conditions of a cis-regulatory element. Furthermore, our result are an illustration

on how predicted binding sites might be used di↵erently according to the chro-

mosomal environment as the CTCF site in m11 might play a role in apterous but

not in the endogenous locus. We can, therefore, confirm that the long distance

interaction is linked to the CTCF binding sites (and not to the PRE) in line with

the findings of (Vazquez et al., 2006) and (Li et al., 2011).

Figure 3.7 (following page): Breakpoint of deletions in re-entry con-
structs - BLAST result from Flybase (Attrill et al., 2016) . The query sequence is
the Mcp sequence used in our studies. Subject sequence is genome release R6.12.
The two restriction sites used are marked by green lines and names. Deletions
breakpoints are marked as interrupted lines. Proximal and distal breakpoints of
each deletion are labeled with the respective name. The red line labelled with
“dup” is the proximal start of the sequence duplicated after re-integration in the
Mcp landing site. Highlighted colors correspond to the inverted sequences in Fig-
ure 3.5 B. The thick line represents the re-entry construct Mcp253 that is able to
rescue the McpattP phenotype.
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3.1 PAPER MANUSCRIPT: From Blackbox to regulatory logic: in

situ dissection of the boundary element Miscadestral pigmentation

in the Bithorax complex of Drosophila melanogaster
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3. RESULTS

Figure 3.8: Conservation of Mcp sequences from di↵eren Drosophilides -
Alignment of D. melanogaster, D. erecta, D. simulans, and D. pseudoobscura. Fur-
thermore, the synthetic boundary element/PRE pair is aligned as well as “Dsynth”.
For the alignment we used Kalign on the EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute)
server (using standard settings) and MView on the EBI server for the visualization
(using standard settings). (Figure continues on next page)
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3.1 PAPER MANUSCRIPT: From Blackbox to regulatory logic: in

situ dissection of the boundary element Miscadestral pigmentation

in the Bithorax complex of Drosophila melanogaster

Figure 3.8 (cont.): (Figure continues on next page)
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3. RESULTS

Figure 3.8 (cont.): Red line marks the span of the CTCF site, orange lines mark
the span of the four Pho sites.
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4

Supplementary results and
discussion

4.1 The MM8 deletion

I want to introduce a further deletion that is peculiar, and had an important role

in my project. The deletion MM8 (details in Figure 4.1 B,C,D). This deletion

was isolated by chance during the establishment of deletion McpMM1 using the

same gRNA pair. The heterozygous phenotype of such a deletion gives very

weak Abd-B gain- or loss-of-function phenotypes in A4 or A5 (data not shown).

We initially thought, that it would be a small deletion inside Mcp. Deletion

screening by PCR and DNA sequencing revealed the real nature of the MM8

deletion: removal of the Mcp boundary element and PRE pair and additional

DNA on both sides of Mcp resulting in a deletion of around 15kb. Most likely

the MM8 deletion removes all the iab-4 sequences, the Mcp boundary element/

PRE pair, and the putative enhancer iab-5L5.

The hemizygous phenotype of this deletion is striking (Figure 4.1 A): we

observe an Abd-B loss-of-function phenotype on tergite A5. Furthermore, this

phenotype is copied to tergites A4 and A3. Unfortunately we were not able to

obtain MM8 homozygous flies.

How can we explain such a phenotype? We can, with a certain confidence,

argue that all iab-4 regulatory elements are deleted. Work by Bender and Hudson

(2000); Fitzgerald and Bender (2001) has restricted the putative Fab-4 boundary
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4. SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

to a small region using transposable enhancer traps (HCJ200, giving an iab-

3 specific signal and pHFiab-4, giving an iab-4 specific signal). Our deletion

removes most DNA in the iab-4 region reaching this putative boundary (but

not deleting it, see Figure 4.1 B,D). Furthermore, we can explain the Abd-B

loss-of-function phenotype by the deleted putative iab-5L5 enhancer.

Even though the iab-4 initiator element is most probably deleted, we get a

partial Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype in A4. This would still be quite in line

with the “open for business” model, as region iab-4 (although almost not existing

anymore) and iab-5 are fused (iab-5 initiator element is not a↵ected by the MM8

deletion).

In contrast, we can not explain the resulting A3 Abd-B gain-of-function phe-

notype. The PRE-dependent phenotype described in our manuscript does not

hold up, as MM8 should have deleted the late enhancer and therefore its signal

can not be expanded.

In summary, the deletion MM8 was very helpful to delimitate the DNA se-

quences removed in iab5MM5 (which was induced at a later time point, despite

the name), but it raises more questions than it answers them and can, for the

moment, be seen as a curiosity. Hopefully, we will understand the reason for such

a phenotype in the future.

4.2 Transcription through the Mcp boundary
and PRE pair

If the DNA loop model of boundary action holds true, one has to ask how those

loops can be opened to permit changes in genome topology (see Figure 1.19 D

for a loop model of the Abd-B gene).

One hypothesis is that non-coding transcription might play a role. Transcrip-

tion through a boundary element may evict proteins that are bound to this DNA

and therefore “break” the link to other boundary elements. Previous experiments

have shown that a phenotype can be induced when transcription is sent through

di↵erent BX-C regions (Bender and Fitzgerald, 2002; Hogga and Karch, 2002).
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4.2 Transcription through the Mcp boundary and PRE pair

Figure 4.1: The MM8 deletion - A: Phenotype of MM8 deletion over DfP9.
Note how there is an Abd-B loss-of-function phenotype on tergite A5. This mixed
identity of tergite A5 is then reproduced both in A4 and A3. B: Proximal break-
point of deletion MM8, note how the breakpoint (end of gray box named MM8 )
coincides with the insertion of the enhancer trap transposable element isolate by
(Fitzgerald and Bender, 2001). C: Distal breakpoint of deletion MM8. D: Genomic
topography of the MM8 deletion. On top a line representing a stretch of the BX-C.
The box with the arrow represents the non-coding iab-4 RNA (promoter depicted
as black arrow). The Mcp boundary, the putative Fab-4 boundary, and the iab-5
initiator are marked as black boxes. Insertions of enhancer trap transposable ele-
ments (from Bender and Hudson (2000); Fitzgerald and Bender (2001)) around the
Fab-4 putative boundary are marked as triangles. HCJ200 gives a enhancer trap
pattern related to iab-3 activity (anterior expression border in PS8), while pHFiab-
4 an enhancer trap pattern related to iab-4 activity (anterior expression border
in PS9). Below, the three deletions McpMM1, McpMM4 and iab5MM5 (described
already in the paper manuscript) are represented as interrupted lines. At the bot-
tom, the span of the deletion MM8 is depicted as an interrupted line. Note how
the proximal breakpoint coincides with the “iab-4 like” enhancer trap insertion.
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4. SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Furthermore, it was shown that the activity of a PRE can be modulated according

to transcriptional red-through direction (Herzog et al., 2014).

To test this hypothesis in the case of the Mcp boundary, we established three

di↵erent constructs in the Mcp genomic locus. 1) A Gal4 inducible promoter

(minimal heat shock promoter) driving transcription trough the Mcp boundary

(wild type re-entry in the Mcp landing site) 2) A Gal4 inducible promoter driving

transcription away from the Mcp boundary (in the iab-4 region) 3) A control con-

struct containing only the Gal4 binding sites (6xUAS), but no promoter (Figure

4.2). All of these lines do not show any phenotypes when no Gal4 is expressed

(data not shown).

We used two di↵erent Gal4 drivers to induce transcription in those lines: 1)

A snail driver that is active in histoblasts, and therefore in those cells that later

will give rise to the adult tergite 2) An actin driver that is active throughout

development in all tissues.

The results can be summarized as follows: the Abd-B gain-of-function phe-

notypes induced by transcription are the strongest when transcription is driven

through the Mcp boundary element and PRE and when the actin driver is used.

The combination of actin Gal4 driver and the inducible promoter inducing tran-

scription through Mcp gives an A4 and A3 transformation to A5, similar to a

Mcp null allele. The histoblast driver does not give such a strong phenotype, as

A4 is partially pigmented and no pigmentation is visible in A3. Transcription

away from Mcp does not give any additional pigmentation in the case of the his-

toblast driver, and no flies were viable with the actin driver. We can not explain

this mortality, but probably transcription through the abd-A regulatory regions

might cause this e↵ect. To test if this mortality is due to abd-A over-expression

we combined this construct with a GMR driver, that activates transcription in

the eye. No eye phenotype was observed in such a case. Ectopic expression of a

UAS-abd-A transgene in the eye leads to visible rough eye phenotypes (data not

shown).

For the control construct (6xUAS, no minimal heat shock promoter) no ectopic

pigmentation was visible with the histoblast driver, and some pigmentation was

visible with the actin driver in A4 (but definitively less than with the construct

driving transcription trough Mcp).
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4.3 Establishment of a second landing site at the Mcp genomic
location in the BX-C

In conclusion: transcription trough the Mcp boundary element and PRE is

able to induce an Abd-B gain-of-function phenotype. This phenotype might be

linked to some functional regulation of the boundary and/or PRE by transcrip-

tion, or simply be a result of boundary and/or PRE proteins being displaced from

the DNA. Further studies are needed to understand this behavior. Nevertheless,

it is interesting that with a completely di↵erent assay we are able to induce ec-

topic pigmentation on the tergite A3, and is therefore an ulterior sign that the

Mcp region can be linked to such a phenotype.

For further studies, the following lines have already been established but not

yet tested: iab-4-Mcp-UAS-iab-5, iab-4-Mcp-UAS-hsp->-iab-5 and iab-4-Mcp-

<-hsp-UAS-iab-5. The first line has the UAS sites (without a minimal heath

shock promoter) inserted on the iab-5 side of the Mcp boundary element/PRE

pair, while the second and third line have the possibility (through the inducible

minimal heath shock promoter) to induce transcription into the iab-5 region (away

from the boundary) or through Mcp into the iab-4 region. Those lines will be

instrumental as controls to the previously mentioned experiments, as it might

be that it is not transcription through Mcp that induces the phenotype, but

transcription through iab-5.

4.3 Establishment of a second landing site at
the Mcp genomic location in the BX-C

The discovery of an additional cis-regulatory element in the iab-5 region posed

us in front of a problem: the established landing site McpattP can not be used

to dissect this elusive element. I decided to establish a new landing site that

enables the dissection of the region deleted in McpMM4. This new landing site

was successfully established (McpattP2 in Figure 4.3). I’ve used the CRISPR/

Cas9 toolset to induce DNA double strand breaks (using the following gRNAs:

gctggcttttacagcatttc and gaatggggccatttgtgtat) and homologous recombination.

The recombination vector used for the McpattP landing site (see paper manuscript

for details) was modified by removing all iab-5 sequences until the KflI restriction

site (see Figure 4.3). Therefore the right recombination arm was reduced to
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4. SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4.2: Pigmentation phenotypes in flies carrying an inducible pro-
moter in the endogenous Mcp genomic location - Gal-4 was expressed using
two drivers: snail (expressed in histoblasts) and actin (expressed in all tissues). In
the Mcp endogenous genomic locations we inserted three UAS/promoter configura-
tions proximal to theMcp boundary element (therefore, the inducible promoters are
in the iab-4 region): 1) A Gal4 inducible promoter initiating transcription through
the boundary element, 2) A Gal4 inducible promoter initiating transcription away
from the boundary element, 3) UAS sites (Gal4 binding) without a promoter.
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4.3 Establishment of a second landing site at the Mcp genomic
location in the BX-C

1.4kb instead of 4.3kb. Establishment of the new landing site McpattP2 was tested

by PCR and DNA sequencing. The new landing site has therefore the same

proximal break point as McpattP and the distal break point at the KflI restriction

side in iab-5 mentioned before.

This new landing site shows no additional pigmentation in A3, but as pre-

dicted, a complete transformation of A4 into A5. Furthermore, as a curiosity, the

integration of 3x3P-EGFP in McpattP2 as an injection marker gives expression

in the eyes and the abdomen. This was not the case for McpattP (only signal

in abdomen, not eyes), indicating a role in eye tissue silencing of the unknown

cis-regulatory element in iab-5. Furthermore, the EGFP levels in the larval cuti-

cle are much higher for the newly established McpattP2 compared to the original

landing site (data not shown).

Re-entry of constructs in the newMcpattP2 landing site are on the way, and will

hopefully help the deciphering of the cis-regulatory element iab-5L5 and to explain

in a more comprehensive way the di↵erence in phenotype between McpMM1 (A4

and A3 to A5 transformation) and McpMM4 (only A4 to A5 transformation, no

transformation of A3).
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4. SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4.3: Establishment of a second landing site in the Mcp locus -
Thick line on top represents the endogenous Mcp genomic locus. Boxes indicate
the positions of the core Mcp boundary element/PRE pair and the iab-5 initiator
element. The KflI restriction site used to shorten the homology arm of the recom-
bination plasmid used for McpattP is indicated. Deletions McpMM1, McpMM4 and
iab5MM5 are described in the paper manuscript. McpattP is the landing site used in
the experiments described in the paper manuscript (black arrowheads representing
attP sites). The new landing site is marked as McpattP2. This landing site removes
more DNA on the distal site of the Mcp boundary compared to the McpattP landing
site. The induced deletion by landing site integration is comparable to the McpMM4

deletion.
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5

Summary and outlook

In my work I have established tools that allow an unprecedented view at the

boundary element and the Polycomb Response Element at the endogenous Mis-

cadestral pigmentation locus in the Bithorax Hox Complex.

The CRISPR/Cas9 method enables study of cis-regulatory elements at the

endogenous locus with a previously inconceivable ease (in terms of time, money,

and tools). In the time of my doctoral studies I was in the right position, and at

the right time, to use its potential to the fullest. Future studies of cis-regulatory

elements in Drosophila will lack rigor when not investigated at their endogenous

genomic location. Every laboratory can use the new inexpensive CRISPR/Cas9

tool set without much prior experience.

I have established two phiC31-integrase-dependent landing sites that can be

used for further work in studying the e↵ect of mutagenized DNA sequences at

the endogenous boundary between the abd-A and Abd-B gene in the BX-C.

My studies have dissected the Mcp region using two strategies: 1) establish-

ment of precise deletions induced by CRISPR/Cas9 DNA double strand breaks

and non-homologous-end-joining DNA repair mechanism. 2) Use of the estab-

lished phiC31-integrase dependent landing site. Both methods were extremely

important to dissect the sequence requirements of the Mcp boundary element

and PRE in great detail.

My studies document that the Mcp region defined by the classical Mcp1 dele-

tion contains at least three functional elements. Two of them, the boundary

element and the PRE, have been inferred from transgenic studies. Both of them
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are crucially involved in keeping in check the anterior expression limit of the

Abd-B gene. A third cis-regulatory element is located immediately distal to the

boundary/PRE pair. My data suggests that this element could be an enhancer

active later in development (iab5L5). Deletion of iab5L5 leads to an Abd-B loss-

of-function phenotype: in adult males, the identity of segment A5 is changed to

A4. In contrast, late embryos that carry the deletion of the putative enhancer

do not show an Abd-B phenotype. I therefore argue that the change in Abd-B

expression happens only in later stages of development.

An unexpected phenotype was observed when clean deletions of the Mcp

boundary/PRE pair were created. Current models for Abd-B function predicted

that these alleles would cause a gain-of-function phenotype that transforms seg-

ment A4 into A5. However, apart from this expected phenotype, also segment

A3 was partially transformed into A5 identity. My deletion analysis indicates

that the Mcp boundary/PRE pair di↵erentially contributes to these phenotypes:

1) Deletion of the CTCF binding site in the boundary element gives a A4 ter-

gite transformation to A5, therefore this construct rescues the A3 phenotype but

not the A4 phenotype. 2) Deletion of the PRE leads to strong A4 to A5 tergite

transformation, but spots of pigmentation are also visible in A3. Therefore, the

additional Abd-B gain-of-function observed in Mcp boundary element/PRE pair

deletions are due to missing PRE sequences.

My model on Mcp function proposes that the Mcp PRE keeps the putative

iab5L5 enhancer in check. Ongoing work is testing the possible enhancer activity

of iab5L5 with reporter constructs. Furthermore, the McpattP2 landing site should

be a powerful tool to investigate the nature of this cis-regulatory element in situ.

Alternatively, iab5L5 could also act as a PTS. Such elements are supposed to

mediate interaction between the di↵erent iabs and the Abd-B promoter. As this

interaction is important, disturbing this mechanism might lead to unexpected

phenotypes. Such PTS elements were identified in the iab-6 and iab-7 regions

but not in iab-5 yet. Furthermore, as the results of my work include the finding

that DNA sequences thought to contain certain cis-regulatory elements might

contain more elements than predicted, I do not want to rule out that the iab-5L5

region contains more than just one additional cis-regulatory element.
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From a biochemical point of view, it would be of big interest to know how

the chromatin of the Abd-B domain is organized in some of the newly created

Mcp alleles. I would be very curious to know how some of those deletions a↵ect

the topography of chromatin loops proposed to exist between Mcp and flanking

boundary elements and/or the Abd-B promoter. A possible technique that would

allow such insights is the circular chromosome conformation capture (4C) method

(Zhao et al., 2006). This chromosome capture method allows to investigate the

interaction of one specific locus (in this case Mcp) with the rest of the genome.

To conclude, the work presented in this thesis highlights the importance and

feasibility of doing cis-regulatory element research at the endogenous genomic

locus. Even elements characterized long ago by deletions in the endogenous ge-

nomic location might be mis-understood when not looked at with the genetic

resolution that is possible nowadays.
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6

Materials & methods

6.1 Abdominal cuticle preparations

6.1.1 Reagents

• Fixing solution: 75% Ethanol /25% Glycerol

• Tissue cleaning solution: 10% KOH

• Hoyer’s medium: dissolve 15g of gum arabic in 25mL of water. Heat to

60C°and stir overnight. Add 100g of chloral hydrate, and after it has dis-

solved, add 10g of glycerol. Centrifuge at 10’000g for half an hour and filter

through glass wool. Recover supernatant and store at room temperature.

All steps should be performed unter the fume hood.

6.1.2 Protocol

1. Fix overnight in fixing solution

2. Separate abdomen from thorax using two pair of forceps on a glass slide in

fixing solution

3. Fix abdomens with one pair of forceps with the dorsal side looking upwards

and cut with a razor blade along the dorsal midline (it helps when one side

of the blade is rested on the coverslip). Make sure that the genitals are cut,

as this will help with following steps
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6.2 Embryo fixation with Abd-B and Engrailed or Abd-A and
Engrailed antibody staining

4. Transfer the cut abdomens into tissue cleaning solution for 15 minutes

5. Transfer the abdomens on a drop of cleaning solution on a glass slide and

flatten them with the tips of forceps

6. Add a coverslip. If the flattening was done correctly, the half tergites should

be flatten out nicely on both sides of the pleural tissue

7. Incubate at 55°C for 4 hours

8. Incubate the glass slide vertically in a beaker glass full of water for around

two minutes. After that, when removing the slides from the beaker the

cover slip will slide away

9. Transfer the abdomens in a drop of Hoyer’s medium, arrange them by

flattening them, and add a cover slip

10. Incubate over night at 55°C

11. Images were taken with a Leica microscopy camera on a Leica binocular

6.2 Embryo fixation with Abd-B and Engrailed
or Abd-A and Engrailed antibody staining

6.2.1 Reagents

• 4% sodium hypochlorite (bleach)

• Fixing solution: 1 Volume 4% V/V paraformaldehyde in PBS : 1 Volume

Heptane

• 1X PBS bu↵er: 8.0g/L NaCl, 0.2g/L KCl, 1.42g/L Na2HPO4, 0.24g/L

KH2PO4

• PBT bu↵er: 1X PBS, 0.3% V/V Triton X-100

• PBTN: 2% V/V Normal goat serum in PBT
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6. MATERIALS & METHODS

• Abd-B/en primary staining solution: 1:10 anti-ABD-B (mouse, 1A2E9)

from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:500 engrailed Antibody

(rabbit, d-300, sc-28640) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology in PBTN

• abd-A/en primary staining solution: 1:100 AbdA Antibody (mouse, C-

11, sc-390990) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1:500 engrailed Antibody

(rabbit, d-300, sc-28640) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology in PBTN

• Secondary staining solution: 1:1000 goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 from

life technologies, 1:1000 goat anti rabbit Cy5 from Jackson ImmunoResearch

• Mounting medium: Vectashield H-1000 from Vector Laboratories

6.2.2 Protocol

Fixation

1. Prepare the egg laying plates by dropping liquid yeast on grape juice plates.

Dry in front of blowing heater.

2. Cages on grape juice plates were filled with around 200 adult flies

3. Keep the cages running for a couple of day before collections. Best results

are achieved if cage is substituted with a clean one every day, and grape

juice plates changed in the morning and in the evening

4. Collect embryos after around 14 hours

5. Pour 4% bleach onto the grape juice plates containing the embryos, incubate

the embryos for two minutes

6. Collect embryos by pouring the bleach solution through nylon nets

7. Transfer embryos to fixing solution and shake for 20 minutes

8. Remove lower phase

9. Add 1 Volume of methanol

10. Vortex for 1 minute
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6.2 Embryo fixation with Abd-B and Engrailed or Abd-A and
Engrailed antibody staining

11. Remove top phase (embryos will fall to the bottom of eppendorf tube)

12. Wash directly 5 times with methanol

13. Embryos can be stored in methanol at -20°C

Staining

1. Wash with 1mL PBT, 3x directly and 6x10 minutes at room temperature

2. Incubate in PBTN for 30 minutes at room temperature

3. Incubate with primary staining solution overnight at 4°C

4. Wash with 1mL PBT, 3x directly and 6x10 minutes at room temperature

5. Incubate with secondary staining solution for 2 hours at room temperature

6. Wash with 1mL PBT, 3x directly and 6x10 minutes at room temperature

7. Remove all the liquids and add three drops of mounting medium

8. Prepare the glass slides by applying double sticking tape around the edge,

the size should be similar to cover slips used

9. Transfer the embryos in the mounting medium to the prepared glass slide.

Distribute the embryos on the slide with a plastic pipette tip

10. Add the cover slip. It should stick on the tape wall and not press the

embryos

11. Add nail polish around the coverslip edge

12. Images were taken with a Leica SP5 confocal microscope
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6.3 Preparation of electro-competent E. coli cells

6.3.1 Reagents

• Low salt LB: 10g tryptone, 5g yeast extract, fill up to 1L with distilled

water.

• 10% glycerol (sterile)

6.3.2 Protocol

1. Inoculate 10ml low salt LB with your bacteria strain. Let grow overnight

at 37°C. Add antibiotics according to resistance of bacteria.

2. In the morning dilute culture 1:100 in 1L of low salt LB with no antibiotics.

Let culture grow in two 3L Erlenmeyer flasks with ba✏es.

3. Grow until OD 0.6 to 0.8 (3 to 4 hours). When this threshold is reached,

immediately cool in ice slurry and never warm up before the final freezing.

4. Distribute the 1L culture to four centrifuge bottles fitting the SLA-3000

rotor. Pre-cool the bottles and centrifuge to 4°C. Centrifuge for 10 minutes

at 3300 rpm.

5. Resuspend the pellet in each bottle with 5ml sterile and cooled 10% glycerol

with a glass pipette.

6. Fill 2ml Eppendorf tubes with the suspended bacteria glycerol solution.

7. Centrifuge at 8000rpm in cooled bench-top centrifuge.

8. Remove supernatant and resuspend in 1ml 10% glycerol.

9. Prepare 50µl aliquots and flash-freeze in liquid nitrogen.

10. Store at -80°C.
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7

Copyright disclaimer

All foreign materials in the introduction of this thesis (mainly panels in the fig-

ures) are described in the figure legends and the source is cited. Figures with no

citations are either new figures by myself or own figures taken from my master

thesis (Metzler, 2012). Furthermore, some text from my master thesis (like figure

legends and single paragraphs in the introduction) was reused and edited for this

doctoral thesis.
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